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VIEWPOINT 
EXPRESS YOURSELF IN EDGE - WRITE TO: LETIERS, EDGE, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH, BA 1 2BW (email: edge@luturenetco.uk) 

n here was once an interesting 
.. children's fable concerning a 
certain emperor, his new coat and 
some fawning courtiers. 

Having followed gaming for 
nearly 20 years, I have no doubt that 
today's games represent the best yet 
seen. Specifically, the PlayStation 
and PC have been responsible for 
invigorating gaming - increasing 
credibility while producing adult 
entertainment with adult themes. 
Far from you criticising the variety 
and breadth of software available 
on the PlayStation, surely Sony 
should be congratulated for 
producing a format that can 
encompass everything from Broken 

Sword to Tekken. 
50 where is this letter heading? 

Of late, Edge has seemed obsessed 
by Rare and the emperor Nintendo. 
No matter how good these games 
mayor may not be, they certainly 
don't push back barriers like 
Civilisation or Elite. Adding '64' to a 
title doesn't equal ten for originality. 
If Nintendo had its way, gaming 
would remain in the domain of 
eight-year-olds, in a market more 
controlled than Stalin's Russia. I'm 
sure that the cynical world of Edge 
will judge such comments as the 
height of unsophisticated political 
incorrectness. 

Gaming is more than the sum of 
playability, graphics and originality. 
It's also about emotion and having a 
sense of 'being there'. To be honest, 
the future of interactive 
entertainment involving pink rabbits 
racing against menacing koala bears 
saddens me. I'd rather have my 
electric dreams in 2097. 

phil Simmons, 
Bedfordshire 

Frankly, Edge is punIed by your 
judgment of what makes a good 
game. Few tides can have raised 
pulses. standards or smiles as high 
as Super Mono 64 and GoIdenEye -
the latter very much an aduk 'being 
there' title (which you seem ID have 
conveniently overlooked). As for Lack 
of originaroty, the PC and PIaySIation 
martcets are two of the worst 

ruJprits, both comaining a 

frightening number of recyded ideas 
and underdeveloped sequels. This 
issue's Gran Turismo review shows 
that even a petulant four-year-o&d 
(magazine) like Edge is capable of 
enjoying and appreciating an 'adult 
themed' game (regard~ of the 
platfonn it's running on). 

D am always reading in your 
magazine that the most 

important thing about a game is 
gameplay. 50 why is this not 
reflected in your recruitment 
section? While there are hundreds of 
handsomely paid positions for 3D 
programmers, Softimage gurus etc, 
there are only a handful of 
(relatively) poorly paid places for the 
supposedly most important job of all 
- the game designer. I think that this 
is both a sign of the times and a sad 
state of affairs. 

I am at university on a renowned 
computer animation course, and 
while most of my peers are 
concerned with rendering times, I 
am not. I am far more interested in 
the whole concept behind the game, 
but I don't see any real opportunities 
for a graduate that isn't a master at 
C/C++. I am thinking of getting a PC 
and Net Yaroze just to give myself a 
chance, and am working hard to 
learn C, as well as developing game 
ideas. Is this the way to go? Have I a 
chance when I leave university, or 
have all the games designers 
required already been found (or are 
they also 3D programmers, by some 
small chance)? 

For something that is so vitally 
important to a game, it doesn't 
seem that it is taken as seriously as 
graphics, even after everyone keeps 
saying. 'quality not quantity.' I just 
want to know why, judging by the 
number of people wanted and the 
vast size of the salaries+bonus+ 
royalties+stock+options+company 
car ete. the industry is still so biased 
towards visuals and not game 
design. When will it change? 

Jack Griffin. 
Bournemouth University 

Ed,. sympathises wholeheartedly, 
but while most companies would 

• 

diligently daim to be pro-gameplay, 
the reality for many is that a 
preocrupation with graphics gets in 
the way of such worthy intentions.. 
This is pardy because today's games 
industJy is so graphics-driven - in 
short consumers expect amazing 
visuals. Also remember that it is far 
easier to replicate the way 
something looks rather than the way 
it plays ... Games like GTA that flout 
graphical convention and deliver rich 
game environments instead are rare, 
and sadly, given the OJrrent 
publishing dimate, risky. 

As for your future career plans. 
learning c may not be the answer. 
Creative skills are ultimatefy 
transferable and you may find that 
an artistic rote in a company can 
progress to a game design post 

m ntil recently I worked as an 
l:.I artist at a development house, 
using unlicensed copies of 
Lightwove and Photoshop. There 
were eight other artists there at the 
same time as me, also using these 
packages without license. Other 
people in the company were using 
MS Office, Pagemaker, Visual C++, 
Bor/and C etc. - again with no legal 
software. We were developing a 
powerboat racing title for a major 
publisher which also knew the 
software we were using was pirated. 

Is this really the state of the 
software industry at the moment? 
Does nobody care about software 
piracy any more, to the point where 
even developers don't bother about 
buying licensed versions of 
software? Ironically, the company 
director was constantly worried 
about our game leaking onto the 
internet and being pirated. Perhaps 
Edge should investigate? 

name and address withheld 

Edge doesn't condone piracy at any 
level 01 the industJy, although the 
high prKes of some development 
padages must make copying a sore 
temptation for smaller codeshops. 
However, that in no way justifies 

such action. and the name of the 
company you allege has been 
passed to the proper authorities.. 

r:1 egarding your awards (E54), 
a...JII how could you possibly place 
GoldenEye above Final Fantasy VII, 
when the latter is without doubt one 
of the most amazing games ever 
created? I own most of the consoles 
from the NES to the N64 and have 
played hundreds of games. Although 
GoldenEye is an excellent game, its 
pleasures are short-lived and after 
completion (in agent skill) there is 
no reason to come back. other than 
the fabulous multiplayer game. Final 
Fantasy offers so much more in 
terms of depth, story, sound, and 
most importantly gameplay. 
Although they're both great games 
in their respective categories, FFVlf 

has the edge over ColdenEye. I've 
never played a better game, 
although Moria 64 comes dose (yet 
I hope Zelda will take FFVlfs place at 
the top of my list). 

simon Hagan, 
via email 

Disregarding matters of taste (and 
the lad that you should perhaps by 

CoIdenqe on a 'prope( setting), 
Rare's creation is far more of a game 
in the dassic sense than FfYII. While 
Square may have imbued its tide 
with a great stofy and stunning 
visuals - for which it desefves aU the 
praise it has received - Edge 
disagrees with you on the matter of 
gameplay. CoIdenEye invofves the 
play... ID a degree that so pitifully 
few games do, while FfYII can 
sometimes come dangerousty dose 
to that most discredited of genres; 
the interactive m<Me. It remains a 
towering achievement,. nonetheless.. 

~ ould it be possible to add 
.... another CD section with all the 
past reviews, along with their rating? 
I think a lot of gameheads would 
welcome it. 

Tanju fizel, 
The Netherlands 

While sudI a suggestion has already 
been considered, the continuity of 
the cover CD itself hasn't yet been 
determined. until then, the 
construc:tion of a database for its 
own use will take priority ... 
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Cutting Ec&gi~oftfhg Edge CMUinp Edg~"";"g"" . 
t lJ~est news from th:r;uttiiJl:liMlw'fiij""" 

Cut" '0 ~ o~ Cutting Ed~~~~e 

OISED TO STRIKE IN '99 

s.tum successor, the PowerVR2-
bued KIIbI .... alnnot antve soon 
enouch for Sec-' s fortunes 

These murl<y pktufts of ' .... ' 
".-, ..... II1leIy ... _, ..... -
are the onty ones to emerp 10 far 

will Katana take Its flnt public bow at this year's 
Tokyo Came Show? Recent speculation Indklltes so 

r.:I ega Europe has officially announced that its next 
1:.1 console will launch in Europe during 1999. The latest 
details on the saturn 2 prOject include yet another name 
change with 'Katana' now the designated choice in the whirl of 
rumours surrounding the machine. The specifications revealed 
previously (see E52) appear to be reliable, although Sega still 
refuses to confirm any details. The company will continue 
supporting its current product range during 1998 whilst 
preparing for the launch. 

perhaps most significantly, though, it has also emerged 
that, in addition to sourcing components from various 
Japanese companies, thirdparties will also be producing own· 
branded Katanas. This will come as no surprise to seasoned 
sega watchers, as Hitachi and Victor both released Saturns 
alongside sega in Japan. It's expected that NEC, who is 
providing VideoLogic's PoweNR2 technology for Katana, will 
release its own branded version of the console and there may 
yet be other hardware manufacturers following suit. 

Regarding the guts of the machine, a sega second-party 
developer confirmed to Edge that the Hitachi SH4 CPU had 
been chOsen mainly because it was possible to incorporate 
other predetermined functions in the processor, similar to 

• 

Intel's MMX. These functions - Including trajectory 
calculations and real-time light management - would also 
permit matrix transformations at very high speed. The Sega 
insider added that a high resolution of 640x240 would be 
possible with a refresh rate of 60 frames per second. Katana 
would also use D3D drivers facil itating fast conversion of titles 
from the PC and vice versa. 

with Microsoft (developers of Katana's WinCE Operating 
system) and sega co-sponsoring the Spring Tokyo Game 
Show, speculation is rife that Katana will make a domestic 
debut at the annual expo. However, it is possible that 
Microsoft may simply be using the show to bolster the PC 
profile as a games format in console-obsessed Japan. 

And just as Katana's star is in ascendancy, so Saturn's is 
in decline. Recently, Electronic Arts announced that it was 
stopping all future development for the Saturn and has no 
releases planned for '98. Capcom is also rumoured to be 
reconsidering the planned release of X-Men vs Street Fighter 
(and any further Saturn games) in the US, which would leave 
precious few third party developers producing games for the 
ailing machine. 

The wider implications of the saturn's decline are becoming 
clear as certain chains in the US are already trying to offload 
their existing stocks of saturn software - including Fighters 
Megamix and NiGHTS, complete with pack-in controller - by 
selling titles at the giveaway price of $4.95. Sources close to 
SOA report huge jOb cuts at sega's US operation. Rumours that 
its entire public relations and marketing departments had been 
laid off came from multiple sources as Edge went to press and 
one source added that the wtlole US software development 
staff had also been sacked. SeA themselves were neither 
confirming or denying such a day of the long knives out such 
drastic measures would not be surprising given SOA's poor 
performance over the last couple of years - accounting for a 
$200rn loss in 1996 and little joy in 1997 either. 

By contrast, Japanese national newspapers were quick to 
announce sega Enterprises president Hayao Nakayama's step 
down to vice-chairman of the board of directors, to be 
replaced by the corporation's current vice president, Shoichiro 
Irimajiri. The move is thought to be.part of sega's £ 
extensive Internal restructuring POliCY. 

If Capcom has alnned Its planned release of X-Men 
vs SUeet Flghte" ifs another sip. K . ny were 
needed, of the Satum's fast-dlmlnlshln,IHespan 
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Set-to Pia Stations? ••• WHILE SONY REFLECTS ON BUMP R '97 
D n direct cootrast to Sega, it would 

seem the hardest task facing 
sony at the moment is that of 
recalculating its PlayStation sales 
forecasts. Demand for the console 
shows little sign of abating. with UK 
shortages at retail (see InDin story, p10) 
only the tip of the iceberg. SCEE started 
1997 with an installed base of 2.2 
million in PAl territories (Which includes 
Australia and New Zealand), exPeCting 
to shift another 3.5 millioo by the end of 
the next financial year in March 1998. 

Now, SCEE president Chris Deering 
iSll't so sure. We'll sell 5.5 million, 
maybe more ... 'Ne've already shipped 
considerably more than four milliOn: 
Even a conservative estimate would 
bring the number of playStations in 
Europe to a staggering seven million. 

We'll sell 5_5 million, maybe more ... 
Chris Deerlnl feels that the Pla"Statlon's Irresistible rise last year 
echoed the rapid take-up of home videos In the UK In the early 'IOs 

fou rmliTioCOne? more than 

SCEE president Chris Deering on PlayStatlon sales in Europe 

SOOy's research points to an 
average age of 20-21 for PlayStation 
users, with over 5% penetration of 
households with TVs in Europe and 
close to 10% in the UK. 'tt'S a very 
exciting time: £Jeering tOld UK tIade 
paper, ClW. 'tt reminds of my 
experiences in the video industry of the 
earty 'SOs. It took video four yeal"S to 

achieve 10 per cent penetration.' 
The arrival of the Nintendo 64 last 

March undoubtedly gave the whole 
videogames market a fillip but the N64's 
staggered European launch - coupled 
with a simultaneous Playstation price 
cut to £129 - is generally believed to 
have played into SOny's hands. sony 
ended the year with PlayStation games 
accounting for over 65% of conSOle 
software sales, with N64 carts a distant 
secood, holding 16% of the mar1:et 
while the Game Boy was third with lust 

MICRO iN<"'-IoilltlYGT DEAL COLlAPSES 
~ T Interactive's proposed takeover of MicroProse collapsed last month with both sides claiming the split was 
... amicable yet both reportedly licking sizeab~ wounds. 

Ron Chalmowltz, president of GTI, admitted that 'as we did more Investigation, we felt that the acquisition 
would be dllutive to our earnings In 1998: Never mind 1998, the proposed merger was also fairly dilutive (slcl to 
GTs share price with their stock value on Wall Street falling from $12 to $81n the two months between announcing 
the deal and Its cancellation. This effectively cut the value of the share-swap deal on the table for the merger from 
$250 million to $160 million. 

For their part, MlcroProse admit that the whole affair had hit the company hard. CEO Steve Race said that It 
had 'resulted In at least a quarter's worth of slippage In our business plan and product release schedule : 
MlcroProse's revenues wlll dip from an estimated $30 million to $20 million turning an expected profit into a 
loss of up to $10 million. 

With wholesalers reluctant to take new product whilst the uncertain deal hang in the air, Christmas did 
little to cheer MicroProse who, along with GTI, have some rebuilding to do in '98 . 

• 

£ 

under 10%. In addition to success in the 
traditional European markets, Sony has 
even made inroads in Russia, setting 
over 100,CXX) PlayStations. 

Will sony's irresistible rise continue 
in 1998 or will Nintendo, bolstered by a 
new flavour to its marketing - itself 
taking a leaf out of $OOy"s book - be 
able to erode the PlayStation'S market 
share? All WIll become clear this year 
but If sony can keep turning out 
software like Gran Turismo, its £ 
po5lbOn looks assured. 



IN N AWARDS CELEBRATE SALES UPSWING 
r:J ritsoft's annuallnDin (an imaginative foreshortening of 'industry dinner) 
1:.1 binge took place late last December with backslapping replacing the 
usual backstabbing, The reason for the altogether more congenial atmosphere 
was not the luxurious surroundings of the Dorchester nor the presence of 
quality 'turn' Frank Skinner - although the calibre of the comedian does seem 
tied to the current fortunes of the industry. No, the reason for the geniality was 
the fact that the UK industry had just seen its biggest ever year, the total value 
of domestic retail trade estimated at just under £890 million. 

Buoyed by this news, InDin '97 was in award-giving mood with ttJe first 
trophy of the night, consumer magazine of the year, going to Edge. It's the 
second time that Edge has '-NOn the award, voted for by readers of industry 
bible, computer Trade weekly. 

Other winners were ElectroniCS BoutiqUe and Virgin Our Price as specialist 
retailer and multiple retailer respectively. on the software front, Lara Croft 
swept all before her netting developer of the year for Core, publisher of the 
year fO( Eidos and coosole game of the year (based on sales) for Tomb Raider 
2. Red Alert took ttJe hooours as PC game of ttJe year. 

The year ended With sales for the week ending December 13 hitting an all· 
time high accordmg to Chart Track W1ttJ9SO,OOJ units of hardware and 
software sold With a value of £32 millioo. At the same time, high street stores 
were experiencing severe shortages of PlayStatioos with SCEE taking drastic 
measures to get as many to the shops before Christmas. Chartering SO flights 
carrying O'v'er 3(X) tonnes of consoles, sony aimed to cut delivery time from 
factory to retail to just five days and claimed that TOkyo airport had never seen 
so much traffic from one company. 

NintendO'S UK distributor THE Games countered by saying that they'd 
benefit from the shortfall of Playstations, although they themselves suffered 
from a o'fought of GOldenEye carts in this .key selling period. 

Back at InDin '97, hOSt and Pearson New Entertainment Europe chairman 
Nick Alexander felt obliged to offer a few words of caution to sony et al as they 
struggled to keep up with the unprecedented demand for product: 'If the '-NOrds 
of an industry has·been are of any value, I urge you not to try too hard. £ 
The day you catch up will be the day the market peaks.' 

Not. b.d It..,t to '91, then. Indln conlumer ...... dne of the 
y •• r '97. plul the f.buloul Croft Turlsmo on Ed.e's du.1 covers 

, 

Cutting Edge Cuttings 

• 
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MICROSOFT AND SGI COMBINE FORCES 

Althouch current RIVA 118-supportlne eameslook eood, future titles may 
well look mum better thanks to proposed Improvements to DlrectX 

O n the latest twist to affect the 
complex wor1d of PC 3D 

graphk:s, Microsoft and SGI have 
announced plans to merge their 
respective Direct3D and OpenGL 
APls to create a new generic 
graphics Application Programmer 
Interface named Fahrenheit. The 
deal is the closest this fraught 
mar1cet has come to creating a 3D 
acceleration standard since the 
need for faster 3D visuals became 
an issue several years ago. 

Although little is currentty 
known about what Microsoft and 
SGI plan to offer through Fahrenheit 
(the Initiative is not expected to be 
implemented until the year 2000), 
the companies have suggested the 
project will consist of three tiers: 

As eenmc APts. OpenCiL and DlrectX have been In competition over the 
past two years. The deal between SCiI and Microsoft should brine stability 

A low·level API which should 
become the primary graphics API 
for both consumer and 
professional applications on the 
Windows platfonn. 

A Scene Graph API (evolved 
from SGl' s current Scene Graph 
APi) which provides a higher level 
of programming abstraction for 
developers, and increases overall 
graphics perfonnance by providing 
high level data structures and 
algorithms. 

Large Model Visualisation 
Extensions, based on elements 
from both OpenGL and 030 -
which allows the easier interactive 
manipulation of large 3D models. 

The link between the two 
companies seems to offer benefrts 
all round. OpenGL is a popular API 
with developers, and greater 
support from Microsoft should 
mean that those developers will 
find it easier to use the Interface In 
their windows games. 

Hard details have yet to be 
wor1cecl out by the two companies. 
For now, It's business as usual, as 
Microsoft's Kevin Baccus told the 
online site of Edge's sister 
magazine Next Generation: 
'oirectX6 and oirectX7 will 
continue as planned as far as time 
frame goes. The Fahrenheit APls 
will be rolled Into some future 
Oirectx release in the year 2000.' 

However, the makers of 
graphics chlpsets that use their 
own APls such as Voodoo (Glide) 
and PowerVR (PowerSGL), are 
resolute that they will stili offer 
these Individual APls. 30fx' s Andy 
Keane responded by stating that, 
'Game development Is a very 
creative process and there will be 
a number of tools at developers' 
disposal. like an artist selecting a 
brush to use, developers will have 
an opinion on using a common 
API or Glide.' But he added that 
Microsoft and SGl' s move had 
'cleared up the turmoil of how 
these APls wor1c together, which 
is good for everyone.' 

It's especially good for 
Microsoft which has, as cynics will 

point out, get to diffuse a rivalry 
with SGI which could have 
threatened Its domination of the 
generic API market. But regardless 
of Fahrenheit' s mooted power, a 
sIngle all-encompasslng 3D 
graphics API standard Is stUi £ 
a long way off. 

(iL QuGb wu a hu,e success 
with f.amen. symbolistn, the 
popu .rtty of SCirs APt 
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WAVES FOR ALIAS 
r.:I et to revolutionise the creation of high-encl graphics 
~ when released in February, Alias Wavefront's new Maya 
suite of software has been exclusively demonstrated to Edge. 
DeSigned to ease the arduous tasks associated with 3D 
modelling. Maya is a powerful, multi-faceted package that 
removes much of the minutiae associated With computer 
animation -without sacrificing the required high quality. 

Despite its complexity, however, Maya's emphasis is on 
keeping the software user·friendly. In preparation for 
release, a beta version has spent the last SIX months in the 
hands of SO trusted animation and movie studios. The 
feedback gained has been used to fine-tune the program, 
but already Maya has been Incredibly well received. Indeed, 
the producers of 'Earth: Final Conflict' (a series conceived by 
'Star Trek' creator Gene Roddenberry) have already used the 
Maya beta to produce visual effects for the series. 

'We've spent a long time talking to our customers, and 
we know they don't have a lot of time to learn a completely 
new system' explains Mark Gallagher, Director of 
Marketmg and Channels at Alias. 'ObVIOUSly the depth of 
Maya will require some learning. but if people want to be 
productive quickly it can be done.' 

Gallagher puts Maya's ease of use down to its 'Maya 
Embedded Language' (MEU operating system. MEL enables 
the user to create animations or objects which are then 
stored within a menu system for later use - much like Quark 
xpress' Library system. The aim is for users to build up a 
menu of pre-stored items specifically tailored for their own 
ease of use. For example, when animating a figure, a basic 
movement can be loaded, then tailored to requirements 
through the addition of extra frames. 

An icon·baSed 'push/pull' system enables the user to 
focus on specific seCtIons of the rendered mooel. The selected 
area can be moved individually, or in conjunction With another 
part of the bOdy. Gallagher shcM'ed Edge a rendered female 
figure, moving her ankle though a preset axis, with the 
software automatiCally correcting the position of her hips and 
overall stance. 'In other packages, you'd have to alter every 
moving part of the bOdy: he grins. 

Alias Wave front is also expanding the package's abilities 
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with Maya Misan, a similarty user-friefldly tool. 'Wti1ArtJ'san we 
are trying to use a faniliar painting paradigm, and apply it to 
other things that were hard to do in 30 and character modelling: 
Gallagher explains. 'Artisan features several main attributes. You 
can sculpt and paint surfaces, add weight to objectS, and preset 
MEL scripts relating to geomeuy and dynamics.' 

Returning to the demonstration figure, he illustrates the 
power of Artisan, setting her into motion, her dress shifting 
and moving perfectly. 'Unlike other software, Artisan will 
compensate for joints on the bOdy, and ensure there are no 
obvioos jOins between limbs,' Gallagher says proudly. Facial 
anlmations are another Altisan speCiality. If the muscles 
around the mouth are pulled out to start the smile, Artisan 
uses the settings to make thOse around the eyes and chin 
move in relation. 

The Maya suite is an impreSSive paCkage, giving the 
BO-strong team every right to be proud of what they've 
created. 'We genuinely feel as if we have removed some of 
the more painstakmg elements of character animation,' 
smiles Gallagher. Something of an understatement; it's 
clear that Maya's potential is incredible - a definite step 
forward for computer animation. And if Alias Wavefront has 
its way, Maya's Impact Will soon be felt by games £ 
players across the globe. 

this selection of I .... " cruted by AlIa W • ..tronrs beU 
_ show spedKUlo, quollty. lxpod quality ID rise os 
_Ipen mould the sottw.,. pecbp to suit their ..... 
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DV MSIONS CON1lNUE 
n he internecine fighting over the future of digital storage continues, with 
.. different members of the self-appointed DVD Forum offering alternative 
formats. The ten-company group has officially agreed a standard for an erasable 
DVO, known as DVD-RAM, but Forum members Sony and Philips have 
simultaneously developed a rival format, OVO-RW. 

At the heart of OVO-RAM is phase-change technology which utilises a 
rare-earth metal coating on the disc that sWitches between amorphous and 
crystalline states when hit by a laser. Giving a capacity of 2.6 gigabytes on a 
diSC, compared to the 4.7 gigabyte capacity of prerecorded discs, OVO-RAM 
recorders will be on sale shortly in Japan, with Toshiba, Hltachi and Panasonic all 
planning machines in the very near future. 

The rival re-writeable OVD, sony and Philip's OVD-RW, differs from OVO-RAM in 
the way it spins, the former aping the constant angular velocity of a computer hard 
drive. The OVO-RW discs will be able to store up to 4.7 gigabytes, like conventional 
discs, and should be compatible with other OVOs and COs. These benefits have 
attracted Hewlett-Packard, Yamaha and Mitsubishi who have all backed the format. 

A major problem facing both DVDs in the short term will be the limited 
compatibil ity with previous OVO players. In the longer term, some form of brand 
standard needs to be established before it can hOpe to replace COs, £ 
videocassettes and CO-ROMS as a medium of choice. 

• 
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REPORTAGE FROM THE PERIPHERY OF THE VIDEOGAMES INDUSTRY 

Intendo's Pokemon headache 
B lurred vision. Vomiting. Seizures. Trips to 

the hospital. No, it's not the Edge team's 

Christmas but symptoms brought on by TV 

Tokyo's 'Pokemon' cartoon, derived from 

Nintendo's all-conquering Pocket Monsters. 

When the 'Computer Warrior Porigon' episode 

was aired on December 16, all was well - until 

about twenty minutes into the half-hour show. 

The monster characters had made their 

way into a computer and set off a vaccine 

bomb to destroy a virus. The subsequent 

explosion was then followed by flashing red 

lights coming from the eyes of Pikachu - a 

rat-like Pocket Monster - which triggered an 

epileptic reaction from 600 or so Japanese 

children with around 120 hospitalised 

overnight. All of them are expected to recover. 

The ensuing media fallout made headlines 

around the world, the UK included, and even 

caused Nintendo's stock price to dip the 

following day, with shares suspended at one 

point. Reaction was stranger in the US, where 

one well-informed journalist even attributed 

the cases of photo-sensitive epilepsy to the 

'mature themes' of Japanese animation. 

Undeterred by the controversy, the American 

rights have already been snapped up and the 

show will be syndicated throughout the US -

with the offending scene cut out. 

Judged alongside the UK's own epilepsy in 

games scare a few years ago, the affair is 

unlikely to damage Nintendo in the long term. 

The ubiquitous monsters are easily Japan's 

most popular Christmas present this year by a 

substantial margin - two songs from the 

'Pokemon' show were in the yuletide Top 40 

and around HOO billion (E3.19 billion) of 

Pocket Monsters related merchandise was sold 

by the end of December. 
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Tekken the Pisspart2 

T he most absurd game-related ohtect to 

arrive at the Edge office this month has to 

be Nameo's 1998 calendar. Featuring the 'Tekken 

Philhannony Orchestra', this beautifully finished 

and theoretically useful item depicts the 

contestants from the superlative beat 'em up 

playing in a classical orchestra. 

Imagine, for a minute, Heihachi and his son 

Kazuya, as the conductors, Marshalllaw on the 

piano, Paul playing the tuba, King surrounded by 

choir boys and perhaps the most outrageous of 

all, Kuma the bear on the drums. The whole 

package is topped off with the pseudo

philosophical yet slightly contradictory message, 'A 

game is over, but the game is not over'. Quite .. 

diet Heroines can really screw ••• 

T he above advert, which features cute 

PlayStation icon PaRappa the Rappa 

discussing the meaning of life over a bowl of 

sushi with tacky American stable mate Crash 

Bandicoot. can be found gracing the pages of 

major Japanese magazines. It's part of a Sony 

campaign promoting a neN-found harmony 

between eastern and western videogame mascots 

(or something like that). Edge speculated over 

how the conversation might be going: 

PaRappa: Crash, there's something you should 

know while you're visiting my country. We all think 

. you're crap. (ends) 

T he bad news is that the la<a Croft-i-ospired trend in 
pOeIlated _ sOOM; ro sign " abating 

Obetpommeister u.nv fint recently put>ished a 'nude' 

centrefold "the epony!l'<lUS heroine of 'uhraV.",,' in 

one of his aO.J~ mass. 
Not 10 be outdone. German mag neXt Level (sic) 

employed its QIM'I scanti~ digital centrefold -

Pandemonium 2's Nikki, a 22 year old who dearty 

moonl!ihts as a ... DJ (right). Yeah, right The sa".., 

magazine even carries a Tomb Raider 11 ad featuring lare 

Croft spo<ting slcimpy cr<ieIwear. No doobt sudl blatant 

political incorrectness will cause much tossi1g and tuning 

for German garners ro< yet jaded by ey\>erllabes .. 

• 
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numBllia 
A meeting point for media capitalising 
on the digital entertainment revolution 
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T
he arrival of yet another Euro-cheese arranger was not welcomed with great 
excitement by Edge, but Dance eJay has proved itself curiously amenable. Its bright, 
garish Interface gives more than a hint as to the style of samples, sequences and drum 

loops it contains - that is, the ones that even the dreadful likes of VVhigfield and 2Unlimited 
rejected on grounds of dubious taste. But if users delve around and employ their imaginations, 
they will find that it's easier to create half-decent Quirky house tracks than they would have 
thought on first acquaintance with the software. 

This is entirely thanks to Dance eJaYs completely idiot-proof interface, wtllch is a simple 
drag-and-drop effort that a child could get to grips with in minutes. The thought of letting a child 
loose on Dance eJay's bank: of sounds, however, is truly terrifying. Imagine if every youth with a 
PC could create his or her 0'NTl version of 'Sarbie Girl'? In fact, Dance eJay's existence goes 
some way towards explaining the sinister appearance of that vile track. 

Ultimately, Dance eJay is no more than a toy. Those 1Nh0 find themselves using it to explore 
different song structures and so on will soon tire of its limited raw materials. It is possible to 
export samples to it, but its completely inexcusable lack of a digital effects box - an absolute 
must lNhen you're forced to fiddle around with other people's musical elements - means that 
users will need at least one other musical software paCkage, and if they're going to have to 
splash out, they might as well pick up a copy of Cubasis. Nevertheless, Dance eJay is cheap, 
relentlessly cheerful, teaches the very basics of electronic music production in a fairly useful 
manner and. above all, is great fun to play with. Don't expect it to propel you straight onto 'Top 
of the pops', though. Even if you do have a cute, fluffy, blonde vocalist at your disposal 

The Music File '98 

........ ., ... ,.. ._-
hen the original version of Music File came out over a year ago, Edge malVelled at the sheer weirdness of the title. 
Yes, a huge dataoase of music artiSts, albums, record labels and retailers does sound useful - but only until you 
actually attempt to use it. The underlying idea seemed to be to pick: out a few desired albums and then order them 

over the internet from one of the many online record shops. The only problem was that it was impossible to be sure whether the 
shop in question had ever even heard of the works -let alone stocked them. 

But Pinnacle Software has persevered, perhaps because the original product was modestly successful. Music '98, then, adds 
29,00) new artists and 6OJ,cx:xJ new tracks to its database, which can be searched by artist, song, music type and a variety of 
other cross-referenceable subjects. It also adds a new section named 'collection' which enables users to drag items that they 
actually own across from the database, creating a catalogue of their own record collections. Add to this a huge list of high street 
music retailers, music magazines, record labels, Dj's and live venues and you have an admirably extensive UK music resource . 
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leading light orTokyo's post-hip hop 

scene. DJ !(rush ranks alongside the mighty 

DJ 5h000W, Who shares Krusll"s abil ity to wander 

off to the extreme corners of sound and 

atmosphere \',tllle Still underpinning all the 

experimentatton With SOIkI, InventIVe beats. ThiS 

latest venture sees Krush coIlaOOratingwith 

veteran jazz trumpeteer KOndo fOr something that 

initially sounds like yet another middling update of 

that mUSical form, but ultimately brings the best 

out of both the artists. Indeed, the ~uesy 

melodies. dellCilte syncopated drum pattems and 

scratches make a compulsIVe after -hours cocktail. 
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ast year, the Propellert1eads exploded ooto 

the rrlJSIC scene with a supert) oet:ut. ·OWe'. 
and a string of subseQuent hits Including, Take 

califorma', 'on Her MajeSty's secret service' and the 

anthemic 'Hlstor; Repeating' fearurirlg welsh diVa 

ShIr1ey Bassey - all Ofwhdl are on the altun. Two 

other stand out trade; are 'Bang on " and 'Vetvet 

Pants' whICh boast some great Iyncal cuts 

A./thougIl a keyboard, drums and a set of 

deCks are The Propellefheads' tools, to descrtJe 

their fast. fat aM exhilarating sound as 0Ig beat is 

too general a term. ThlSalbum has a license to thrHI 

and goes beyond the call of duty. 
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r GallIC'S 1£1 
Phlllps CD-RW Recorder 

-:JIl s most audio purists WIll no-doubt attest, cassette tape as a means of 
~ repl icating an audio CO is pretty poor. MiniolSC IS one hell of a lot better, 

though it's still not Quite CD Quality. So 'l-lhat better way of making a copy of 
a CD than onto CD itself? Such is the thinking at Phillips, the dutch electronics giant 
which has just released this, a CO-R and CD-RW (CD Recordable and Re-Writable 
respectively) audio component designed to fit 'lv'ithin a separates system, enabling 
O'vVIlers to make copies of their COS to play in the car, or to back up a precious Vinyl 

.- ... -

sony Mavica MVC-FDS Digital Camera 

nyone.....oo has actually used one may be surprised, but digital 
cameras are anticipated to be the 'next big thing' in consumer 
electronics. Dixoos now stocks them, and the company 

anticipated selling thousands over the Christmas perioo, 'l-lhich, given their 
limited abilities, is an stounding figure. 

The MaVica from sony is, on the face of it. one of the most sensible 
choices for anyone who wants to be able to take digital still images and get 
them ooto the PC with the minimum of fuss. This is because sony has 
decided to ditch flaSh memory cards as a means of temporarily storing 
images, and decided to use the humble floppy disc instead. Which means 
the user can go out, take some pictures, and then simply eject the disk 
from the camera and slot it into the computer, downloading the images in 
seconds. It certainly makes a lot more sense than a serial link, both in 
terms of speed and convenience. 

Unfortunately, the Quality of the images that the Mavica manages to 
proouce aren't QUite up to the standard achieved by similarly priced digital 
cameras. The CCO is a 38Q,(XX) pixel JOb and the 4.8mm automatic 
exposure lens just doesn't seem adequate. Still, as far as ease of use is 
concerned, there's little to better it. 

.- ... - ._---

I ecorcIirW I.J"\der hIS Pnsm 1T()I1icker, 

Japan's SUSLma Yokota starts Off With 

sloW, drearrry electronIC<! that draWS from JaZZ 

and rub, Md - thanks to sparse, diCky Md very 

~ I.I"lJSU8I perCUSSion - brings to ITWld a Japanese 

!l version 01 Matt Helbert in hIS Or Rod(it gl.lIse 

" B!,!t halfway ttYough, YokoIa ups a few gears. 
j! .~ Md strayS into roore familiar mm 'n' bass 
~ 0: territory filtered Ihrough preose, dean, Far 

Eastern sensibilities. Ios he Ukes to create 
objects of beauty rather than just tracks, IhI5 

makes gorgeous SUnday afternoon listening. 

Very Zen, ard very futUfISOC. 

• 

,ollectJon OI1to CD to 'eep the black stuff in pristine COOd<ion. SlighW anal. yes. t>Jt l 
no doubt 'NOfthwhlle to those""';th valued vinyl. 

Recording is Simplicity itself, especially when recording one disc In one go, rather 
than makmg personalised CO compilations - with lUst three QUick button presses the 
process is initiated. Recording takes place at a single, standard speed, and there are a 
couple of minutes which have to be wasted at the end of each recording while the 
image on the CD is finalised. Ho'o\lever, it's every bit as easy as recording onto tape, or 
Minioisc for that matter, and""';th blank CD-R discs available from Dixons for just £4, 
this is a great Wifo/ of making precise CD copies. 

.......... _-

~ ot an album as such but a vMed Md 

f 
absortlllg coIIecbon of remxes based 

on Trnber': the post-ambellmasterwork from' 

last year's 'Let Us Play' album. While seven 

versions of the same song may not SOUI""d too 

prOllllsing to the non-clubbtng punter, there is 
~ '5 easi~ suffICient depth here to sustain Interest. .c u 
E <> The C~Hord Gllberto ITIDt,Ior example, seems 10 
i= 8 stray ron'lJIetefoJ from the blueprint II1to SleaZy 

)CIZZ lerntory, -...tlile JOuTleyITIan ~ WIth a 

'Deep Forest' -s~ IrttaI cut ewer sparse 

tlfea~t. Interestingly, co ROM footage of the 

accompanying four videos is also inclucled . 
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f the many anime films that invaded the British video market in the late-eighties, 'Aklra' and 'legend of the Ov'erfiend' were perhaps the 
key standard bearers. Vv'hile the former sf'lov.Icased the poetry and artistry inherent in Japanese animation, the latter - filed with graphic 
sex and violence - was a disturbing glimpse at its Garker moments. AI least the complex and apocalyptic pkJt is typical anime, revolving 

as it does around demons (raping and slaughtering humans), man-beasts (Watching> and ancient legendS (something to do WIth the anticipated 
appearance of a great ruler who has the power to unite the human, man-beast and demon worlds). What saves the fim from endless blood and 
guts is the high-school love story which houses the main human characters and provides a surprisingly humourous frame"WOfk for the action. 
Rarely in the Western canon do scenes of blood-spattered death mix so easily with embarrasing schoolbOy cruShes. Ultimately though, 'CNerfend' 
- presented here with its unintelligible sequel- is a sordid, often mysognosrtic 'NO(\( which fascinates and repulses in ~st about equal measures . 

- .. -- • •• 

£ 

nspired by Oavid Scheff's legendary chronicle of Ninteodo's fortunes, 'Game (}.Ier', right dO'Ml to its subheader 
'How videogames gobbled our money, won our hearts and r€'#ired our minds', 'JOystick. Nation' attempts to cast a 
much wider net, encompassing countless topiCS, from retrogaming to the beauty of Doom, to the impact and 

contribution of Japanese game designers, and more besides. 
Logically enough, it starts at the beginning. with a chapter devoted to the Origin of VIdeogaming and an entertaining 

interview with the true father of the pastIme (no, not bloody NoIan BushnelJ, but Steve Russell, the man responsible for the 
POP-1 game spacewar) and ends just about w11ere the industry is tooay in technological terms. 

....-
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J.C. HERZ 

Is it possible to tell the story of videogaming - takJng in all the aspects that have defned the phenomenon, inspired it, and 
shaped It since its InceptJon 36 years ago WIth spacewar - in one volume? well, no - or at least not in the mere 234 pages 
author 1. C. Herz has at her disposal here. And that,dllefty is the rub: unlike SCheff, who W1Centrated on one aspect of the 
videogame industry and researched It to near breakJng point, Herz merely sJoms the surface. Not that she would admit this
indeed she offers up her own supposedly authoritative theory at every opportunity (example: 'Cartridges did to the 
videogame what the Pill did to sexual politics in the 1960s'). 

The author's 0'Ml experiences of videogaming forms a common theme throughout this bOok, and with such a vast 
tapestry upon which to focus, Herz would have perhaps fared better had she approached it from a more personal level, 
recounting more of her O'M'I and others' expenef1Ces from their JOUrney through 'Mlat has become one of the most dynamic 
entertainment mediums knO'Ml to mankind. 

i JOYSTICK 
i~ I'1~RTION\1 
i ···· 1 I And '.Joystick. Nation' INOUld be a more acceptable read were the text not so tainted with a wealth of inaccuracies 

fDonkey Kong Country 21was) the swan song of 16bit videogames'; 'Frogger had more wf1.lS to die than any other 
videogame before or since'; Rob Hubbard is listed in the /xlok's index as 'Ron Hubbard1, horrendous sweeping 
generalisat10ns ('CD-ROM games are notorious for causing drastic malfunctJOns In system software'; 'arcades in the 19805 
were ... filled with smelly teenage boys'; pen-and-paper RPGs such as D&D were 'played In the dark. ... by brainy, ill-socialised 
teenaged boys'), and depressingly naive claims - according to Herz. coo/spot was 'a shockingly goOO game'. 

8o()I(s about videogaming are painfully thin on the grOUnd, and ultimately '.IOySticlc. Nation' serves merely to demonstrate 
tlO'N rich a vein the medium is as a topic 'Mlrth writing about - if only It 'Here handled With an expert touch. Consider this: not 
one single mention is made of Shigeru MiyamotO throughout this txxJk's entirety. Instead, Hertz chooses to focus exclusively 
on American fIgUres. At one point, Hertz recalls a meeting with Eugene Jarvis, revealing the Defender and Cruisin' USA 
author's state to be one of apparently near-uncontrollable arousal. 

The fact that 'JoystiCk Nation' has received frothy praise from mainstream-media reviewers serves only to underline how 
little thOse outside of the industry understand the medium. Herz's effort had the potential to be a tool of enlightenment to 
those individuals, but it falls way short of the mark.. The ghastly Eighties cover artwort should be enough to put anyone off. 

I musIc 
eneath the hacIa"e,<ed IltIe and ~ 

pacKaging 1Un: ten clean, precise tracts 

which marry house soonds to tedvlo sensibilities 

- the sat of stuff P\asbc CIty IS boik;Ii1g a fine 

reputaOOn on. vocals are rare+! present. and 

things are generally kept fJ(etty mll"lllT\ll (barring 

the 00d traf"lCJef excurslon), but}azzy cues -

....m:n never descend intO jazzy noodhngs -

CCIl(IIed 'NItI"I \OP-f"lOtCh perrussion and distiDed 

essence Of fu"Ik add ~ to a brew YAldl..wl 

attract ~ rllerest the first few bmes you 
listen to it befOfe lodging in your brain WIth a 

III!flgeance. lnsldious In the best possible W<1'(. 
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SPOTLIT THIS MONTH: RETROGAMING TAKES A NEW TWIST AS DELEGATES GATHER FOIl THE VERY FIIST 
MSX WORLD EXPO, FEATURING NEW GAMES AND NEW PERIPHERALS FOR TIlE 

MSXAppeal 
Although most computer users are resolute in their efforts to keep up with the relentless thrust 
of contemporary technology, some stragglers inevitably find themselves left behind - which 
perhaps explains why the first ever MSX World Expo has recently been held in Japan ... 1 0 years 
aft~r the standard officially bit the dust. 

It is not hard, however, to understand why this Bbit format has survived with such a strong 
cult following. The MSX series of home computers, designed by ASCII corp and Microsoft (who 
provided the OS), first appeared in 1982 and were immensely successful in Japan as well as 
some areas of Europe (Russia, France, Spain, etc) and South America. Rather like 300, ASCII 
Corporation designed its lao-based machine as a standard platform and licensed the technology 
out to the likes of Sony, Yamaha and Toshiba who all produced updates of the computer 
(including the MSX2, MSX2+ and MSX TurboR) until the format eventually ran out of steam in 
the late eighties. Most importantly, though, the MSX was an excellent games platform, despite 
having only a meagre 3.5BMHz of processing power at its disposal - classics induding Metal 
Gear, CastJevania and Virtual Hydlide made their debuts here. 

As for the expo Itself, an incredible 20,000 MSX fans turned up to the event, which was held 
at the University of Technology in Chiba. And, surprisingly, they weren't all mlsty-eyed retro freaks 
wandenng around remlnlsong about how good games were in the olden days. The platform stili 
seems to be very much alive - if only on a modest scale. Dozens of n€IN peripherals were 
shown off at the event, including a SCSI-2 adapter (which allows MSX owners to use the latest 
printers), internet connectors, graphics cards and even a re-programmed version of Windows 3.1 
- all developed by enthusiasts, rather than multinational corporations. 

As for games, dozens of n€IN titles were revealed at the show, including several clones of 
familiar SNES and Megadrive classics. A version of F-Zero (named F-Nano) showed up, for 
example, as did Rolling Thunder and a bootleg Sonic the Hedgehog. And if that wasn't enough, 
one exhibitor was touting a Famicom cartridge adapter which enables MSX users to run pukka 

The MSX computer (bonom rem, left and right) may well be dead, but it's 
certainly not forgotten - as the first ever MS>: World Expo recently proved. 
Amongst the treasures on offer at the event were a new done of Nintendo 
dassic F-Zero, imaginitlvely named F-Nano (top row, ttmd picture from left) and 
various peripherals designed and built by amateur enthusiasts 

c 

LONG-GONE FORMAT. PLUS, BIOHAZMD DiVOTEES GET SPEOAL E~ENT 

NES carts - not as improbable as it sounds, as both machines are based on the same processor. 
It INOuld of course be easy to dismiss MSX Expo '97 as the irrelevant meanderings of a 

luddite underclass, but the infatuation with ASCII's machine is significant - and it's spreading. 
Fans of the machine turned up from all over the world - including Brazil, Holland, Spain, Korea 
and Russia - and Konami has recently released a compilation of its key MSX titles, including the 
hugely influential Metal Gear series. And if the forthcoming PlayStation title Metal Gear Solid 
lives up to the hype it is currently generalin& many more 32bit gamers could be tempted back 
10 the MSX platform to experience the game's origins. 

Although retrogaming has played a Significant role in shaping the direction of the videogame 
industry for several years, the interest in thiS machine is almost unparalleled. Edge finds it hard 
to believe that in ten years time there will be much of a 300 Tetra scene - but of course by 
then, if Hollywood sci-fi films are anything to go by, everyone will be plugging virtual reality 
games directly into their heads and indulging in networked cyber-orgies. 
To find out more about Ms>:, the gamut of fan sites dedicated to the computer on the World 
Wide Web are good places to start. TINO of the best are at: http://www.msx.org/mrc.html 
and http://www.cs.vu.nl/-syoung/ 

What Asdi did next.. .. 
An indication of how huge Biohazard 2 is expected to be in Japan has just come from none 
other than the originator of the MSX forma~ Ascii Corporation. The company is releasing a 
customised version of the PlayStation joypad which has been designed solely to make playing 
Capcom's zombie-filled adventure more enjoyable. As well as placing the shoulder buttons in the 
centre of the device and enlarging the square, circle, triangle and cross buttons, the veteran 
hardware designer has added a grip to the left arm so the whole thing can be held like a 
gun. And if that wasn't enough, all the buttons are labelled with their Biohazard fundions, £ 
saving players from the abject misery of having to glance at the manual. 

'-

Ascii's specialist Biohazard 2 
joypad is designed to be held 

like a gun. Apparently, this is 
more comfortable 
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EDGE'S EXAMINATION OF THE INTERNET AND ONLlNE GAMING SCENE 

Quake 11 gets patched up 
Fi1 uake 11 patches are already appearing on the Web. They offer everything 
~ from a smart neY\llook for players' dans to portable missile defence systems. 

Like its predecessor, Quake 11 is a remarkably open program. Keen coders 
can add their own features 10 the game - something that would send the 
likes of Nintendo into apoplexy. Good patches are quickly spread via the Net 
and installed on servers worldwide. Quake eventually saw radical overhauls, 
such as Quake Rally and Quake Football. 

Early Quake fI patches are more down-to-earth. One of the first comes 
from id Software itself, and improves multi player gaming across the Internet. 
Elsewhere, 3D card manufadurers have been quick to add patches smoothing 
Quake lion their hardware. And Ritual (who cut Its teeth making Quake add
ons before starting on its own game, SIN) has also got back in the game. An 
early critiCISm of Quake 11 is that team players find It hard to appear dislindive, 
since the colours are far less bright than in Quake. Ritual is offering a whole 
new set of colourful unisex skins for downloading. 

But in the long-term, the bulk of the work ¥ViII be done by amateurs and 

Open code and the one of the bluest development communities 
outside of a Microsoft office is what makes QUllke 11 so open to Invention 

Quake " coukl soon meet the sto, Wilts UftMrse. F.ns and Luc.asArts lawyers 
alike should visit http://www.quakel.com/ roost!fo.morelnformation 

much of it will be wildly inventive. For example, Powerball 2 updates the 
popular patch that turns Quake into a futuristic teamsport Ifs slightly 
reminiscent of the Bitrnap Brothers' Speedbafl, but is far less free-flowing. (The 
players have a habit of regularty disintegrating). Battle of the Sexes pitches 
male against female, iromcally exploiting id's egalitarian gesture of introducing 
skins for both sexes. And don't miss the Anti Missile Defence System, wnich 
can bat away all incoming prOjectile weapons - even nails In Quake. 

Of course, there will always be a demand for new levels for id's latest 
creatIOn, official or, otherwise. Pure deathmatch levels were sorely missed in 
the boxed copy of Quake If, but you'll find loads springing up on the Net. 
Edge suggests Walnut Creek CD-ROM and Stomped as frUitful hunting 
grounds for new levels. Another good bet is SthD's Quake-to-Quake 2 map 
conversion utility. There's nothing like premature nostalgia. 

The speed with wnlch patches have appeared for Quake 11 demonstrates 
just what id Software has done to foster the much-missed bedroom 
development scene. Sadly, unlike the old Bbll days, most of the programming 
seems to happen in the States. Where are the UK's Quake hackers? 

IUtuaI can be found at _.ritualistic.com. PowerlJoII is .. _.pIanetquBke.com. Battk 01 the Sexes is located at _.quakel.com/spmu whie the antHnissie defence system resides at 
http://-.fumessl.demon.m.uk/quaWmds{!ndu.htmL 5th[) are at http:!t-.portalN/quablfIrKlex.htmL WallW.ll Cftek is at _.cdrom.com and Stomped is at _..stomped.com 

There can be only one 
IT.Tt hat made WestW)(Xj'S Red Alert such a, hit on 
W the Net? Surey corrvnandlng huge armIeS of 
tanks, troops and planes and seeing them swarm ('IoIff 

your inadequate foes, W1ether they were in Luton Of 

Las Vegas. Vvhafs strange about Sole SufVM)r
Westv.oo<ls attempt at a ~ roo~pIayer foIk:MI
up is that players can onty command one SIngle unit, 
in a battlefJ€kj swarming with the assailants. 

Knowing that every tank or trooper on the 
battlefield represents a real-life swearing and 
cursing human sounds exciting enough. And, by 
collecting the pawer-ups scattered across the huge 
maps, players can build Single units into something 
rese~ling Rambo. The fad that their units are as 

vulnerable to a well-placed grenade as your foes 
could be considered somewhat less compelling. 

The chaotic mu.player game suggested by the 
title Sole SUfV/VOr is unlikely to thrill many. Luckily, the 
Capture the Flag mode sounds far more promising. 
Sole SUrvivor becomes more like paintball with t'NO 
or four huge teams making elaborate plans to break 
through the enemy defences, only for things to 
degenerate into an enjoyable bunfight 

Perl1aps the biggest potential problem is that 
Sole Survn.ur doesn't have many of Red AJer(s 
better features. !f there were even half-a-dozen 
troops to command, Red Alert veterans lNOuld have 
jumped at the dlance to lead their 0'M1 elite A-

Sole Survivor is slated for a UK release by Virgin in earty March. Expect it to be mid-priced at retail ilnd for Westwood 
to set up a new server for gamers on this side of the Atlantic. SUpport from the likes of Wireplay is also possible 

• 

Teams into battle. Looking at the current blueprint, 
strategic play is going to take incredibty determmed 
teamwork - hardly what Internet gamers do best 

Sole Survivor looks exactly like Red Alert. On 
the battlefields though. it's. different story 



Edge's most wanted The vldeogames making waves before the" amval 

ReSident EVil 2 

(PS) PlayStatlon 

AI!hou~h Edge e~pe'::l~ 
\0 hnd 'ew gal~·'p,a~ 
changes rl.' ,,It 
od ca' ,on' pOll,· '0 an 
even mvre S!)€'{tacular 
~nd gr'PplIlg gore lest 

1080' Snowboardlng 

(N64) Nmtendo 

R Types Grim Fandango 

(PS) Irem Software (PC) lucasArts 
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PRESCREEN ALPHAS 
EOGE PRESENTS TNE lATEST SHOTS Of NINTENDO'S MONOlITHIC TRIO, 

WHILE RESIDENT Evil 2 CONTINUES TO SNOCK ON PIAYSTATlON, AND SILVER ADVENTURES ONTO PC 

... ___ tfltt'J 'fM 

These latest screenshots of the imminent 1080" Snowboordlng, in development at 
NCt, should convince anyone still doubting the potential of this superb-looking title 
New additions appear to indude a half·pipe mode as well as a promising stunt course 

• 
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Legend of zeida: Ocanna of Time IS rapidly achIeVing the kjnd 01 status only associated with uuly groundbreaking trtIes, although it snlllooks likely to surpass most players' expectat.ons, After the 
disappointing Yoshi's Story, Edge IS almost apprehensive about plug&1ng 10 the rT'IaSSM!: 256Mbit can !he day It reaches ItS offices. should It fall to dellVel' what It has promised CNe1' the past few months 

• 

Stili sldted for a June release, 
F-Zero X conbnues to Impress as 
these new shots attest. PossIbly one 
of the most impressrve aspects of 
the game footage so far seen by 
Edge has been the sheer number 
of vehicles on screen at anyone 
time, with no evidence 01 any 
drop from the 60lps update 
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Ckean has confirmed their 'strategic adventure game', Silver, for release on PC this autumn. Featuring the adventures of five heroic characters as they battle against a mighty sorcerer, the game is being 
developed by Tribe, Ckean's in-house team. Early indications are of a title with RPG aspirations, although each character has 24 different combat attacks, implying more of a hands-on approach 

Clearly drawing its inspiration from the Resident Evil series, Takara's latest PS 
creation, Crisis City boasts an impressive roster of movie influences, from 

". 'Terminator' to 'Lethal Weapon'. The varied arsenal on offer suggests a title 
definitely leant toward combat Expect a twoplayer mode to be included 

• 

'llnile the original Supersonic 
Racers was edipsed by Mea 
Machines Vl, Mindscape's claims 
the sequel, Orcuit Breakers, has 
been signiflGlntly enhanced. 
PlayStation racetS "";1 be able to 
rely on a variety of dirty trid:s 
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David Braben's Virus 2000 continues to improve and impress. This updated classic has been confirmed to be published by Grolier Interactive, and retains - as 
revealed in last ISSUe'S feature - the origU"lal game's controversial control system. The forest setting has perhaps the strongest visual appeal of the levels seen so far 

Offering gamers the dubtous facility to dnve 'classic' Japanese cars from 
this century's most tasteless decade, Epoch-sha's Greatest 70's has F 
recently released, rubbing bumpers with Sony's superb Gran Tunsrrnr 

Arriving just as Edge went to press were these new images from Namco's 
Playstation conversion of Tekken 3. Alex the Crocodile has met his match .. 

~ -...... . 

-~ -
.: t..~ . 

-f.~/ ._., . , . 
:;, 

New mages flan Japan rt!YeaI that Resident EW 2 (aka 
BIoh:Jzad 2) is bursting at lis seams v.ith fresh horrors tor pIa)ers 
ID face. The variety of enworments cootilues ID ~ as 
does the detailed design of the assDfted foes. Barring a 
~ic delay, Edse will review the game next issue 

Sentinel Re!tJms now- supports 3Dfx. Edge can report that the gameplay 
remains intact. a~hough the front-eod is unusal to say the least (left) 



- - .. 
~ ~ 

.h 

Take 2 InteractIVe's contribution 
to the burgeoning PC 3D 
strategy genre is Armor 
Command, created by X-Wing 
designer, Edward Kilham 

.-.. : 

This Voodoo 2-specifK hUe, Shot. from Finland's Housemarque Games, looks 
simply stunning. Employed by 3Dfx to wow the aO'Nds at Corndex recently, Shot 
rurrently lacks much in the gameplay depanmen~ although haH-a-milhon 
polygons can't be ........ ong. surely? Tentatrvety pencilled In for release in early '99 

Postal developer RJpcord has signed this unuSUdI PC platform adventure, 
Space Bunnies Must Die, 10 be released late In the spring. Created by US 
team Jinx. the game follows the vengeful quest of a buxom waftl'ess, Alison, 
as she 5eilrches for the Space Bunnies that have killed her sister. Bizarre .. 

• 
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k; me release of tnpIe-A ndes for the Saturn slows to a tndde, The House of the 
Dead (shown here) and &JtrWlg Rangers (see pSO) are left to uphold the 
p1atfoon's honour. 'While THOTD made for oil diYerung blast n the an:ade, !he 
consoie version of Wttuo Cep 2 may have preYed enough for Saturn c:mners 
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Ocean's second new title this 
month is Jest, an N64 
platforrTlef created by UK 
developer Curved lOgic. The 
central charadet', Jell(, must 
bdttle through the world of 
'Humorous', meeting other 
it»;ers along the way. Expect cl 

second quarter release 

While Tecmo's Dead or Alive has, as yet, failed to make cl UK appearance on the Saturn, the 
hi..,es P\at>tation versIOIl (shoYm here) should stand cl far bette!' chance. Edge wonders if the 
tacky and implausible animatJOO of the female protagonists' chests >MU SlJMVe the tJansiatJOn 

First shown at IclSf yea~s ECTS.lhe promismgActuo ke Hockey from Gremlin is now the offICial ice 
hockey simulatoo of the '98 Nagana WlI1ter Olympics, featunng all of the top internattonal teams 
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TEKKEN 
C •• VlITI •• TH! MOST SUCCESSfUl IUT '!M ur OJ III TlM! IS HOT I TA5I TO I! TII!. II •• TIY. WITH MIHY J.R!CISTI •• 

I HUR IRUD!-rUUCT CO"!RSIO., NIMCO IS Till •• ITS TlM! TO MI.! T!IIIN 3 IH ASSUR!D PIIYSTATlOH HIT 

Telrken J"s bMkdrops Me 
t., ay from the sp.rse 
arenas found in Teldten 1 

The use of spot effects to acuntuate certMn 
-.1s.1od1nIque Ha""" Is keen to 
_ using. Expect liptIng _ aplenty 

A
fter many months of speculation, 
Nameo has finally released 
screenshots of PlayStation Tekken 3. 

After a wide variety of rumours - including. 
bizarrely, talk of an upgrade cart a la saturn \If3 
- early demos suggest that the Japanese softco 
is aiming to make its triple-A beat 'em up as 
close to its arcade parent as ~ble. 

Nameo has eschewed the traditional 'beat 
'em update' formula for Tekken 3, as favoured 
by Sega arld especially capcom. Instead, the 
Japanese softco chose to set the Tekken 3 
toornament twenty years after Tekken 2, 'Nith 
the majority of the combatants cast as the 
children of Tekken 2 characters. A ft'IN Ofiginal 
fighters return older and wiser but, in a typically 

Jin. son of Jun. An Increased polYJOft 
count allows for his Impressive physique 

-----

poor beat 'em up plot tvvist. Nlna Williams 
returns having spent the intervening years as a 
guinea pig in a cryogeniC experiment. 

Predictably, the offspring of Tekken 2 
participants inherit characteristics and moves 
from their parents; Tekken 3 has an eminently 
familiar feel, sure to please its predecessor's 
adepts. With the Tekken standard of left or right 
punches and kicks, each fighter has an array of 
basic attacks. HO'NeVer, combination moves are 
the key to success. From simple two-button 
acts of aggression to complex button and pad 
sequences, each tournament participant boasts 
an impressive arsenal of offensive moves. 
Perfecting Tekken 3, like the t'M) games before 
it, is only poSSible by developing a Quick recall 
of assaults appropriate to any given moment. 
And, of course, mastery of the juggle. 
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With VFJ now unlikely to apr:ar on the Satum and the N64 lacklnc 
but 'em up clout. Telthn J s easlty the bluest ftChtinC came of '91 

When fighters are knocked over, a brief 
delay before they hit the ground allows their 
opponents to begin a combo. Timed 
correctly, this results in a perfect 'juggle' -
each hit preventing the recipient from 
reaching the relative safety of terra firma -
and a hefty drain on the prone character's 

THOUGH LY T REAl-lH COMIIII', 
IT'S THE 'roGGlE' MOVE THAT SEPARmS GOOD 

AND MERElY A E 

As with oil fighting 
,ames. a raised arm Is 
suffldent to ward off the 
most powerful of blows 

energy gauge. Though hardly true to real-li fe 
combat, it's the 'Juggle' move that separates 
good and merely average Tekken 3 players. 
Its importance is hard to overstate. 

Equally devastating is the multipart thro'N or 
hold. Once a player has successfully grabbed an 
opponent, another button sequence will lead to 
a further, optional, section of the attack. 
HaNeVer, unlike the frustrating (and 
inescapable) juggles, players performing 
multipart grapples can be hit with counter 
moves. The timing of these is crucial, but if 
successfUlly executed they break the attempted 
grapple immediately; often with a counter 
punch or kick. to punctuate the escape. 

Of course, subtle gameplay mechanics 
might escape the attentlOO of the public were 
they not clothed In suitably impressive visuals; 
snaring the attention of jaundiced gamers is 
near imlXlSSible without that killer hook. Yet first 
impressionS IMJUId suggest that sacrifICes have 
been made. There's a discernable angularity to 
itS tournament contenders, and an inevitable 
reduction in polygon count. However, Namco IS 
determined to retain the 3D backdrops of the 
arcade original even though many developers 
regard 215 'postcards' as a necessary evil in 
order to maintain a high frame rate. 

Converting wnat is still- a year after its 
release - the most popular and successful 
beat 'em up in Japan, Namco has remained 

• 

Uke its prede<:essors. Teldrelf J's umen IntelUpndy adjusts to follow the 
action. Once -cain, It reinforces the Illusion of dUM-dimensional ,ameplay 

cautious In its dealings with the gaming press. 
The first pictures released sh<m immense 
promise; Namco's coders are obviously 
relishing the challenge of parting system 12 
code to PlayStation hardware. 

With -no release date confirmed at the 
tIme of going to press, a Summer release 
seems most likely at present - underlining 
Namco's desire to ensure the biggest beat 
'em up release of '98 is as poliShed as 
poSSible. PlayStation owners will £ demand no less. 
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SiN 
WITH THE QUIU 2 ENGINE BEING I NEW BENCHMIRK fOR III flRSTPERSON SHOOT 'EM IPS, IT'S 

SURPRISING THIT ONE Of 199B's MOST PROMISINI TlRETIIHTS IS POWERED BY THE IIINI QUIIE COOE ••• 

SiN contains non
auressive charaders, 
These can be att.eked 
if the player wishes ... 

A 
list of Texas-based codeshops would 
be a veritable Who's W110 of 
firstperson shoot-'em-up developers; 

id, Apogee/3D Realms and John Romero's Ion 
Storm all call the state hOme. SiN developer 
Ritual Entertai~ment is the new addition to 
the illustriouS Texan neighbOurhood. Set up 
by former Apogee staff, Ritual was 
commissioned to develop a Quake mission 
pack by Id while based in programmer Jim 

Rituars game will run without hardware 
acceleration (Pentium 150 minimum spec) 
but the 3Dfx version (above) is preferable 

Dose's house. The fruit of its labOurs
Activision's Scourge of Amargon - provided 
the requiSite funds to begin work on SIN. 

Using art enhanced version of 
McCormack's Quake engine, SiN -like many 
of its forthcoming rivals - boasts impressive 
visuals. But Ritual realises, quite rightly, that 
offering aesthetic splendour alone will avail 
SiN little in an increasingly crowded genre. 

'If you do something on one level, it will 
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affect you in later levels,' explains Ritual 
producer Joe Selinske. 'We call this 'action 
based outcomes'.' selinske's example is a 
scenario in which, shOuld the player fail to 
prevent a water supply from being poisoned, 
later levels are populated by mutant guards. 
Prevent the catalyst. however, and standard 
security guards take their place. Firstperson 
shoot 'em ups are linear by nature; by 
including variable elements, Ritual is hoping to 

RRSTPfHSON ARE lHAR BY NIIIUIIE. 
BY ItClIIJItG VIIIDAIIIf EIBBTS. IlTUAl IS JtOIIING 

TO SiHA 

SIN's charaders have a 
higher poly,on count 
than those of Qualce 

make SiN a more dynamic gaming experience 
We want to have a much more 

interactive enVIronment,' explains Sellnske 
'Different levels will let you Interact with 
vehicles. One warehouse level will have this 
forklift you can get into and drive around. And 
you'll be able to pick up boxes and stack 
them so you can get to an area you couldn't 
get to before, We're going to try and have it 
so you can use vehicles to plough right 
through a door that is locked off.' 

Uke Quake 2 and led; Knight, SiN is far more 
plot-led than the majority of shoot 'em ups, with 
ItS stQfy progressing in tandem with on-screen 
endeavours. HaNevef, like LucasArts' title, It 
doesn't necessarily follow tl1at every in-game 
character is a gore-hungry assailant Ritual is keen 
to indLKle an admirable arrount of incidental 
detall- animated machinery and 'M)r1<ers gomg 
about their buSiness are Just t\W examples. Si{l/s 
locations are far more sophisticated than Quake's 
SOITl€"M1at shalklw """Is. 

'We want to create much more realistic 
places that you can identify with,' says 

• 

The detail found in SiN rarely fails to impress. Uke Activision stablemate HaH LIfe, 
it pushes the limits of the Quake enzlne in both software and accelerated forms 

Selinske. 'We're not using the same textures 
for multiple levels. We do share some textures, 
but basically, every level has its own set of 
graphics to create a completely different look 
for each level.' Such effort in creating unique 
environments can be extremely beneficial, as 
Duke Nukem creator 3D Realms dlscOlJered -
the key strength of their title is its admittedly 
dated but effective locations 

With SIN appearing, on paper, to be a 
halfway house between Quake 2 and Rare's 
GoldenEye, It comes as no surpnse that many 
PC owners are eagerly aw8lting its release. As 
one of the last games to utIlise the aging 
Quake engme, it's an appropriately high £ 
note for Romero's code to bow out to. 

Given the shoot 'em up genre's affinity for esoteric weaponry, It's a fair bet 
Rituars final cache of armaments will be as varied as they are devastating 
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US: THE THIRD COMING 
BUUfRo., CRIITOK Of THI 'GO~ 81111', IS KITOK.I •• TO ITS 100TS DO KISUKRICfII8 THI POPULOUS 5IRIIS. 

Alo •• WITH U IU .IW 3D II •• SCAPI, .AlG. CHU.IS HIVI BII ••• 01 TO THI 81.IPII'. (081 018S DIIPIR ••• 

F
ollowing on from its first preview in 
E46's speCial supplement, further 
details of Populous: The Third 

Coming have been confirmed. Creating an 
update to the first God game ever made has 
not been an easy task. - development was 
started over 24 months ago by lead 
programmer Alan Wright. In many wf1'/S, PTTC 
is Bullfrog's most important game in years, 
being the first new title from the company 
since the departure of its founder, Peter 
Molyneux. So, with the game's March release 

• 

When the pl"yer"s 'dISclr1es' preach to the I"me's 'wildmen', catherinls 
form. Given the ranle 0 malleal effects found in the first two Populous 
f"mes, Edle antlclp"tes a similarly impressive breadth of options 

date rapidly approaching, Edge took the 
opportunity to needle PTTC's associate 
producer, Pete Blow, for further details of 
how the game will play. 

'The game is quite different to the earlier 
games. The direct control is the main 
contributor: begins Blow, 'We have tried to 
mak.e the game as accessible as poSSible 
WIth an ultra'lntuitive control method.' 
Bullfrog has tried to keep the control Within 
the confines of simply using the mouse, 
rather than a multitude of modifier keys. 
More importantly, the player takes direct 
control of a 'disciple' who then preaches to 
the native 'wildmen'. 'The new control 
method allows the player to have a greater 
influence over yOur follOlNers than in the 
original games. We feel that this improves the 
game a great deal.' The reasoning behind the 
shift is to increase player involvement in the 
game, although Edge doesn't particularly 
remember Populous lacking in such areas. 

Through controlling the disciples, the 

PI"yers un loom out to 
the world view (top) to 
see the sL1te of pIoty 
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Populous: n.e Third COIftmg conbilns a fantastic variety of landscapes. 1be: 
lexturilll "" this ......... lOnely ...... b paotkulorty impresslw (boIIam) 

Triecerinc a volcanic 
eruption Is more of an 
event than In Populous 

'wildmen' can be organised Into groups, and 
from that point buildings can be created. Pete 
Blow elaborates: 'When you command a 
group of people to do something, they do 
create formations as they travel around the 
landscape. If people are being preached to by 
a disciple, they will sit on the floor listening in 
groups.' Certainly, watching some of the 
scenes is remarkably reminiscent of real-life 
religious meetings, and are undoubtedly 
intended to encourage belief in the player'S 
'god' among the game's population. 

• 

Movlnc around the planet. the land rolls over 
the curved horiIon as it comes Into view 

The switch to three dimensional 
landscapes is certain to cause consternation 
among real-life Populous believers. There was 
an almost Lego-like quality to the worlds of 
the first two games in the series, now 
replaced by polygonal scenery. However, 
according to Blow, this has done much to 
free-up exploring and navigating the 
environment: 'You have the ability to scroll 
around anywhere on the landscape. The 
curved view makes it feel as if you are 
moving over a planet.' 

New multi player options have been 
added to PTTC. AS in the Single player 
mode, games can take place against more 
than one rival. 'The game has been 
designed with the multi player very much in 
mind. Players must battle it out against each 
other in the same way as the single player 

.. ... 
• ~ 

M.,' , , . 

WIth up to four Cods 
vvlnC for control. play 
sftoukl prove frantic 

IN MANY WAYS. PTTe IS BUWROG'S MOST IMPOIITMT 
GAME IN YEARs. BEllS ns RRST NEW mE SINCE THE 

DEPARTURE OF ns FOUNDER, P£1BI MOLYNEUX 
game,' clarifies Blow. while such options 
are Stilt relatively unused in the UK, PC titles 
are conSidered incomplete in America if 
network play is not included, and so was an 
inevitable inclusion for PTTC. 

Many key players on the development 
team are Bullfrog stalwarts, with experience 
on titles such as populous 2, Magic Carpet 2, 
Syndicate Wars and Theme Hospital. Such 
illustrious parentage bodes well for Populous: 
The Third commg, which, judging from £ 
first impressions, is set to top Its class. 
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INCOMING 
SPICTACULAR VISUIIS TOO OfTIH CID .. IMIIRIOR BAMIPIA', SO ClM Rill's TIll! IQUAI THI 

If the game's final 
Incamation plays as well 
as H looks. Incoming 
will deserve to SU«eed 

ACHIlVEMIHT Of QU'.I 2, USIHG HIRDWIII ACCIlIRATlON TO SUCCISSfUllY LAUNCH INTO oRlni' 

~ 
ith allowance for 3D accelerators 
fast becommg a de facto optIon In 
modern PC games, It was InevItable 

that a new superleague of titles would 
emerge; those that would only be playable 
with such cards installed. Among the 
forerunners of this noo breed stands Rage's 
Incommg, one of the most visually 
accomplished PC games Edge has seen 

Incoming's basic premise casts the player 
as a pilot defending various installations from 
alien attaCk, although its execution offers far 
more depth than that description suggests. 
Featuring a varied collection of operable 
attack craft, from helicopters to tanks, 
Incommg boasts a realtime blend of combat 
and strategic elements, although its 
emphasis is tilted toward intense action. 

• 

--

Get ready far take-off. Successfully defending the Space ShuHle Is 
rewarded with a well-ezecuted. real-time cut sequence depirting It 
blasting oH. Prior to that playen can gracefully loop around the base 

Offering 6S levels, currently spread across 
six different environments (although the 
count continues to riSe), Rage'S creation 
should certainly score well in the longevity 
stakes. Many of the settings are highly 
inventive in their conception, particularly the 
cape canaveral defence scenariO; the 60% 
complete verSion seen by Edge was 
impressive, with craft fl;tting agilely abOut a 
set of lovingly detailed launch-ready space 
Shuttles - although the drawing-in of distant 
scenery is sudden. However, Rage is 
confrdent that such issues will have been 
rectified by the time Incoming is launched. 

Spot graphic effects, particularly 
explosions and smoke trails, are among the 
best seen on any format. The shockwave 
rings that echo out from around annihilated 
targets, similar to those pioneered in Turok. 
Dinosaur Hunter, are especially noteworthy. 
Lighting effects are also deployed to 
remarkable effect; a running demo of the 
moon stage features an orbiting space craft 

Inilillllv. the player hal 
cantra( of a helicopter 
before other options 
become available 
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Control of several different weapon systems Is on offer. Indudlnl these cun 
turrets (above). The smoke that trails from projectiles Is superbly animated 

As yet. only one type of 
explosion has been 
Implemented, It's bMutiful 
to watch. however 

In near-dark.ness, light just catching and 
glinting off the edges as it spins 

While the expected PC network play 
options have been ticked-off on Incoming's 
generous options list. a split·screen 
twoplayer mode has also been Included 
Although standard for many console games, 
simultaneous two-player action is sadly 
lacking from many PC titles -Incoming 
should provide PC owners with a welcome 
dose of such face-to-face rivalry. 

Garners Will also be able to choose 
between tackling a full version of Incommg, 
suitably replete with strategy elements, and a 
pared-down arcade Iteration. The tactical 
aspects are accessed through a separate 
'overview' screen, enabling players to issue 
commands to the vanous forces at their 
disposal; craft already confirmed for 

... _- -

INCOMING IR A REAl11ME BLEND Of COMBAT 
AND STRATEGIC DfMEIfIS. I[ 00 S E ASIS 

S IOWAI' INTENSE SHOODNG AenON 
incoming's swelling arsenal include Cobra 
and Commanche helicopters, plus torpedo 
boats, tank.s and fighter planes. 

Rage's development team is work.ing at 
ful l t ilt to imbue Incoming with as many 
features as possible, prior to the game's 
release date. By then garners should expect a 
title that gives cyclone Studio's excellent 
Uprising (eight out of ten, E52), rather £ 
more than a run for Its money 

, 

• 

Each of the various 
terrains creates its own 
set of challen,es and 
foes to be overcome 
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NEED FOR SPEED 
AmR A GROUND.RE •• ING DU UT ON THE 1LL-lmD 300, THE NEED FOR SPEED SERIES HAS LOST THE IMPAn THAT ONCE PUT 

IT AT THE CUTTING EDGE 01 RACING SlMULATlONS. elM THIS TNIRD INSTAUMENT RECAPTURE THE IRANCHISE'S 10RMER GLon;J 

fJfJ~ 

While the last 'lay5tatlon outlnl for Need for Speed proved particularly dlsappolntlnl for anyone familiar with the 3DO orlelnal. EA Canada hu 
listened to the criticism and promised to hne addressed the lame's major problems. in particular the flawed and unrullstlc handlln, of the vehicles 

~ 
hen It originally appeared on the 
3DO at the end of 1994, The Need 
for Speed caused a sensation among 

driving game enthusiasts and to this day 
remains one the best examples of the genre. 
The PlayStation interpretation lost some of 
the realism and excitement in the translatJOn 
process and as such cannot contest the 
above claim. Its sequel (despite offering new 
courses and boasting an even more exotic 
collection of vehicles). was bitterly 
disappointing. with unrealistic physics mOdels 

USES ITS PREDECESSOR'S 
3D ENGINE, BUT IMPROVEMENTS - PARTICULARLY 

and unexciting track design. 
Having taken the criticism of its last 

venture on board. EA canada looks 
determined to set things right in the latest 
addition to the series. Need for Speed 3. 
then. features eight new supercars. from the 
mid-eighties classic angular lines of the 
lamborghini Countach to the majestic curves 
of Ferrari's latest, the 550 Maranello. 

The game uses its predecessor's 3D 
engine, but improvements, particularly in the 
vehicles' handling, are expected. Dynamic 
lighting is also included and promises to be 
one of the mosfstrildng additions to the 
series, with a car's headlights illuminating the 
road and its surroundings, and police vehicles 
emitting the ominous red and blue light rays 
when chasing speeding motorists. Indeed, 

• 

the majOrity of additions have resulted from 
an unprecedented level of attention to 
detail for EA's supercar-infested series. 
Weather effects such as rain, 
thunderstorms and snow are included with 
the corresponding spray off vehicles' tyres; 
the sky will feature moving clouds, roadside 
trees cast shadows and leaves will blow 
across the track, for example. 

The AI too, has also been tweaked so that 
opponents react aggressively if cut-off or 
tailgated, and up to three police cars now 

Naturalty, Need for Speed J features a whole new series of vehides such 
as the Ferrarl 550 and all have different handllnl characteristics 
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NFSJ features new 
ca ..... modes. However, 
a view from the car's 
rear remains as defMllt 

Need fo, Speed l"s ftlpt sections offer 
Impressive new features. with realtlme 
dynamic IIpting used for the cars' 
headlipts and the police rooftop 'blues' 

chase CPU-controlled drivers as well as 
players, displaying several levels of 
aggression including bumping speeding 
vehicles off the track, setting up road blocks 
and using the 'Sting' - a metal rail strung 
across the road so as to puncture a car's 
tyres. This should turn neeing from the 
authorities into a far more frantic, realistic 
and therefore exciting affair, something that 
was perhaps lacking in the earlier versions. 

Other additions include four new in-game 
cameras and three more replay views, 
restricted access to the tracks depending on 
the difficulty revel selected, a practice mode 

The different tradu will now feature more obstades such as police road 
blocks. branch!nc sections and realistic touches such as blowing leaves 

"-- . 

with drMng assists such as auto braking, 
traction control and a tutorial mOde for 
newcomers to the serieS as well as an 
extensive series of set up adjustments for the 
more advanced player, which allaNs the 
tweaking of steering sensitivity, gear ratios, 
aerodynamics, brake balance and engine 
upgrades, This last feature is new to the 
PlayStation series and, jf implemented 
correctly, should all(Mf players to extract the 
very best of their chosen machine by selecting 
a set-up that most suits their style. 

But the most dramatic alteration has been 
to the tracks themselves. Ten (and one bonus) 
are promised for this version, with each making 
more use of hills, jumps and on-road obstacles, 
as well as offering players the chance to 
undertake a variety of shortcuts and alternate 
routes, or to experience the unfortunate 
consequences of driving off the side of a cliff. 

PrCNiding EA can get the handling physics 
back to their original splendour and combine 
them WIth the above additions, this latest racing 
outing should easily redeem the failures of its 
predecessor and satisfy those players who still 
hark after a faithful representation of the £ 
superb 300 original. 
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.ppm's NEW THIRD-PERSON ACTION ADVENTURE ESCHEWS THE PlATfORMS 1N0 IRAINTElSERS 
Of TOMI RAIDER AND PUTS THE PlAYER IN IN ORIGINAl fAnASY WORLD Of EPIC PROPORTIONS 

One of the concept 
sketches used in the 
c:rt:ation of OutCtlst's 
outlandish game wortd 

There are ten different weapons in OutCtlst. 
induding a flamethrower and a type of 
hand held mortar that fires explosfve shells 

A
ny third-person action-adventure on 
the PC now faces Inevitable 
comparison with Tomb Raider, but 

where core's title opted for action, 
Infogrames' Outcast is very mUCh an 
adventure. The story has a black hole 
growing between our world and a parallel 
universe, and the player - as eX-Navy Seal 
Stan Blaskowicz - is chaperOning a group of 
scientists investigating the phenomenon. But 
when he arrives the scientists and their 
equipment are nowhere to be seen. 

'you are just alone in this parallel world 
and you've got to sort it out: says producer 

Olivier Masclef. As he explores, Blaskowicz 
discovers temples, mountains, a vast, 
sprawling City, a swamp and a petrified 
forest, all in great detail using Outcast's 
voxel-based engine. Masclef explains that his 
team chose voxels as they, 'enable us to 
have very smooth graphics at a high frame 
rate. And the frame rate doesn't depend on 
the complexity of the world, so we can make 
it as complex as we want.' 

The benefits of Appears voxel system: smooth charaders and lack of distortion 
even when the protagonist. Blaskowlcl. Is viewed up dose (above, right) 

• 

'. 
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Outcasts game camera 
adjusts to provide the 
optimal view but it can 
be: controlled manually 

The voxels also allow the 
design team at Belgium-based 
Appeal to have a greater polygon 
reservoir for characters than 
conventional textured polygons. 
The designers are keeping 
characters to around 200 polygons 
apiece and they're using the 
reservOIr to put as many onscreen at once as 
possible. To create the characters, Appeal 
used a mixture of motion capture, motion 
blending and skeletal simulation. Masclef 
adds, 'We have this system called the 
animation mixer that enables us to mix fIVe 
different body animations. You can target 
with your hand, rotate and walk around all at 
the same time which creates this sensation of 
complete freedom when you're in the game.' 

Masclef's aim is to make the player feel 
like they're a part of this strange world, which 

MASCW S TO MAKE THE PlAYER FEEl UKE . 
THEY'RE PART OF THIS STRANGE WORlD W 

o 
demands a higher level of character 
interaction. 'The game is action-oriented,' 
concedes Masclef, 'but you've got to talk 
with other creatures in this world too. There 
are a lot of other 'creatures' like farmers and 
merchants in the cities. We've got a system 
called GAlA (Games Artificial Intelligence 
With Agents), which is a simulation of the 
whole society. GAlA manages all the 
interaction between the farmers, soldiers 
and priests of the ciVilization.' 

The agents referred to in the acronym are 
pre-programmed behaViours - 'I want to eat' 
or 'I want to protect myself' - that blend 
together in GAlA. In a given situation, GAlA 
Will determine the correct behaviour for 
individual characters. SO, farmers are more 
paSSive than guards and therefore have no 
Qualms about running away from a fight. 

The temple architecture in Outcast has a distindly north African flavour 
about them (above and richt) with their domed roofs and stucco decoration 

• 

Olaskowia: investicates one of Outcasts alien creatures, a biurre 
half+umel. half.ostrlch that can be: used to ride around the worid 

Appeal's 18-man team are now close to 
finishing Outcast and the broad scope of the 
story is complimented by an epic score 
performed by the Moscow Symphony 
Orchestra. For Masclef, the two years' work 
on the project is bearing fruit: 'I'm realty 
happy with this strange world we're 
creating,' he says with a broad grin. 'It is a 
mystical world coming to life, day £ after day. It is really impressive.' 
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RASCAL 
HIVING sn I SITURN BUCHMIRI WITH SONIC R. UK OIV£lOPIR hUllllRS TillS MillS ITS 

PllYSTITlON OIBUT WITH RISCII - • VISUIl SHOWCASI TlRGITID AT THI YOUNGIR PIIySTITlON OWNII 

No self-respectine developer would consider releaslne a PlayStatlon ,ame 
without exanerated lIehtln, effects, Travellers Tales Included. Rasco's 
spot effeds, however. are some of the best seen on Sony's console 

One of Rasca's less 
impressive assailants. a 
rather Ineffectual (not 
to mention uet,) robot 

I
t becomes ever more apparent that 
the PlayStation is no longer the sole 
preserve of the commercially 

lucrative twentySOmething market. As the 
PlayStation's installed user base continues to 
grow, software aimed at a younger audience 
will begin to sell in greater numbers. Pysgnosis, 
recognising this, is aiming Rascal at a more 
youthful Sony devotee. 

Rascal is, without doubt. a striking game to 
behold. Travellers Tales' technical abilities are 
unquestionably excellent, especialty after its 
\,o\I()(j( for Sega; Rascal is yet more confirmation, 
as if it '-Nere needed. that envelope-pushing code 
is its forte. with crisp. clean visuals. real-time 
light sourcing and environment maPPIng, 
Rascars technical specifications will impress all 
rut the roost cynical of observers. 

Originalty due for a Christmas '97Iauoch. 
PsygnosiS chose to delay Rascal, allO-Nlng time to 
flesh out its core gameplay. unusualty. Rascal 
eschews tI1e wide open spaces of Mario 64 and 
(to a notably lesser extent) Fox Interactive's Croc. 
favouring room-based maps. Keen to avoid the 
disc access delays that plagued Argonaut's title, 
Travellers Tales has Chosen to make eadllevel a 
collection of small locations, dMded by doors, 
most likely based on the reasoning that a steady 
number of brief loads is less intrusive than 
infrequent (yet larger) breaks in play. 

A platform game Rascal may be, but 

• 

certainly not in the Mafio 64 sense. Each room 
has a set 'floor' level. with room furniture and 
various hazards to negotiate. The eponymous 
main character comes equipped with a bubble 
gun, used to dispatch various mobile foes, 
WIth these respawning after a brief delay. 
Coupled with a number of generic platform 
game traps - including projectiles fired 

Transparencr, effects are rapidly becomln, commonplace, but 
Travellers Ta es' Rascal boasts visual trickery of an Impressive standard 
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from walls, swinging spl~es and lava pits ~ 
there are many possible (and familiar) 
deaths for young Rascal. 

Li~e many platform games, Rascal is 
brazen in its open usage of tried and tested 
gameplay features with little regard for 
innovation. However, one touch IS lin~ed 
with its otherwise superfluous plot ~ the 
use of a time travel theme. Certain levels 
are set in what is essentially the same 
location, but in a different era. For 
example, the Pirate Galleon level of the 

un MANY PlATFORM GAMES. RASCAl IS BRAZEN 
IN ns OPEII USAGE OF TRIm AND HS Y 

FEATURES WITH lITTlE RE VInON 
past is visited during a battle, rediscovered 
during the present as a shipwrec~ and 
seen 1n the future half-buried in the sand of 
an apocalyptic landscape. 

As with seemingly every platform game 
over recent years, considerable time has 
been dedicated to Rascal's main 
character. The 'Rasca!' of the title is, as 
screenshots attest. a rather cliched figure, 
complete with the almost obligatory 
reversed cap and shades. At present, he is 
only capable of running, jumping and 
firing, but Travellers Tales are conSidering 
giving him the ability to wal~. No doubt Jim 
Henson's Creature war~Shop ~ designers 
af the Rascal figure ~ will be involved in 
this process. However, there are clearly 

Rascars water effects are arl':~ the best achieved on the 
PlayStation to date. Its uttra·s animation Is of a similar hip quality 

better lead characters than this, and one 
proolem Rascal could potentially 
encounter is that players may have little 
affinity for the figure they control. 

Bizarrely, Rascal owes more to Atic 
Atac - one of Rare's best-loved adventures 
from its Ultimate days - than, say, Croc. 
The small rooms, reappearing assailants 
and basic object collection of Atic Atac can 
all be found in Rascal. Such SimpliCity could 
either be its greatest triumph or its biggest 
failing; for Rascal to be a success, its final 
two months in development could £ 
prove to oe the most important of all. 

lascars bubble pn can 
be used to dispatch most 
assailants. These respawn 
within a few seconds 
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FEATURING AN INNOVATIVE CONTROL METHOD, DIE BY THE SWORD IS AN AMBITIOUS fiRST 
PROIICT FOR NEW AMERICAN CODESHOP, TRIYARCH. EDGE BIRES ITS BLADE IND VENTURES FORTH ••• 

Die by the Sword's physics-based animation means that foes attackine 
differently during every encounter, increasine Its replay value considerably 

At this stage. the caverns 
are somewhat bare. but 
improvements will be 
made before reluse 

fl1 
voiding comparisons with the Tomb 

! Raider games will be a hard task for 
Die by the SWord, gwen its visual 

similarity to Core's master work. Hovvever, 
beneath Sword's lookalike thirdperson 
viewpoint and familiar environments lies a very 
different and innovative game. Where Lara's 
exploits were essentially puzzles-plus-combat, 
Die by the Sword offers quite tile opposite. 

Taking control of a medieval knight as he 
seeks his kidnapped lady love, the player must 
hack and slash t1"lOugh an ore-filled fantasy 
world. Battling tilrough its many locations, the 
most striking aspect of Die by the Sword is also 
its key innovation. Rather than using traditional 
hand-drawn or motion-captured combatants, 
developer Treyarch has implemented physiCS
based character animation (dubbed VSIM). 
Therefore, every movement is C8lculated on tile 
fly, rather tilan being pre-plotted. Certainly, 
traditional techniques would have a hard time 
coping with a character hanging from a rope 
while swinging a sword, as seen in OBTS. 

With the VSIM system, the hero's sword arm 
is controlled via mouse or numeric keypad, with 
attacks taking place as a series of slashes from 
one point to another, rather than preset swipes 
After the initial mental adjustment, the sword 
control feels very natural. OBTS also features an 
optional 'arcade' set of controls, but these are 
sure to be discarded in favour of the more 
sophisticated defaults. 

• 

'-

OBTS also encourages creative play. In one 
section the player has to steal a raft from a 
gang of goblins, through either making a full
frontal assault, or hiding in a nearby crate, 
later loaded onto the raft. If such diversity of 
gameplay can be found throughout its variOUS 
locations, Die by the SWord should prove an 
interesting alternative for PC owners £ 
tiring of Tomb Raider 2. 

Passing this tentacled beast Is a good example of the variety in Sword's 
gameplay. Players can either lure others into its erasp. or simply attack 
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MEN 
THE REAlTIME STRATEGY GENRE CONTINUES TO GROW, WITH HEW lAND DIVERSE) BRfEDS 01 C&C VlRIANT IN DIVElOPMENT. 

YET, ONLY ARMY MEN, STUDIO 30o's CONTENDER, OIlERS INTRICATE COMBAT WITH PLASTIC TOY SOLDIERS ... 

III nyone fam iliar with 'TOy Story' will 
I prolxlbly vividly remember the plastic 

army men antiCS at the beginning of 
the Disney film. Many will also retain fond 
memories of many youthful days spent playing 
with them, no doubt secretly wishing for the 
chance to engage in similar activity again. 
Studio 3D9 obviously do and will give players 
the opportunity to do so in April when Army 
Men - a strategy-based action game that puts 
players in control of an army of the plastic 
soldiers - is released. 

As commander of the Green Army, players 

• 

Army Men will see players taking control of a platoon of plastic soldiers 
against the computer-c:ontrolled Tan army in a series of dtverse missions 

engage the Tan Army in up to 80 diverse 
scenariOS, such as disabling radar installations, 
intercepting convoys, escaping from POW 
camps, and even capturing enemy agents. 
Success depends on the strategic deployment 
of troops and veh icles for each of the 
missions, which means paying attention to the 
radio transmissions, tactical radar and 
command data avai lable throughout the game. 

Army Men currently promises to have some 
of the best AI routines seen in this popular genre 
with computer 0PJXlnents 'Nho constantly 
analyse a player's strategy, responding 
accordingly. Furthermore, units will take the 
physical environment and known enemy location 
into consideration and only attack wtlen their 
number.s qre sufficient. This significantly 
increases the chances of success whilst reducing 
frustration caused by similar titles that, for 
example, allow a whole unit to walk single file into 
an ambush. However, with Tota/Annihilation 
being the current benchmark, Anny Men will 
have to offer far more than intelligent AI £ 
routines if It IS to be a success. 

NahwaHy. nirht time 
mlsskMas wll£ future, 
with .... 1111 being audal 
to their ovenn success 
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NEWMAN HAAS RACING 
PSYGNOSIS ' 10RIY INTO INDyCIR RICING BUilDS ON THE SUCCESSIUI 10RMUlI ESTlBIISHED BY 

: ;;;; ~.!.-'=--~ 

,.,. ." 
Street circuits (top) and 
ovals (above) showcase 
contrastinc styles of 
racin, in Netltman HfHIS 

Fl IND Fl '91. IUT IS IT INYTHING MaRE THIN IN AMERICINISlTlON 01 ITS PREDECESSORSi' 

As In the Hitler " Ca.es. NewmtlD HHS has 
a replay system that apes TV presentation 
both up dose (top) and IOOIIIed out (above) 

~ 
hen the team behind Psygnosis' 
phenomenally successful Formula 1 
completed the project in late 1995, 

thoughts turned predictably to a sequel. 
Fl '97 afforded the opportunity to correct the 
collection of bugs that tarnished the appeal 
of the anginal. and to build on a set of 
enhancements and additions. However, at 
the same time, part of the Fl team struck out 
to develop an IndyCar variant on the formula, 
resulting in Newman Haas Radng. 

As it works with much the same engine 
as Fl '97, it would be easy to dismiss 
Newman Haas Racing as a simple rebadging 
exercise, with Indycar courses subbing in for 
the more familiar Grand Prix circuits. But that 
ignores both the subtle differences between 
the Formula One and IndyCar disciplines, and 
tile design input of the Newman Haas team. 
The fifteen tracks included encompass 11 
licensed circuits and four fantasy creations, 
although only two of those are the 
characteristic oval speedways most 
associated with IndyCar. 

Permanent roads, similar to Formula One 
circuits, and temporary street cirCUits are 
more common and demand a more 
conventional driving style than the controlled 
precision of the ovals. Supplementing the 

-" 

Most players will prefer the more Immediate In-or view (top). When 
there's a collision. the view zooms out to show the wider picture (above) 

official courses are a roster of 161ndyCar 
drivers, notably the Newman Haas team of 
Michael Andretti and Christian Fittipaldi 
together with ex·F1 drivers, Mark Blundell 
and Mauritzio Gugelmin. 

Commentary by us duo Danny Sullivan 
and Bobby Varsha - the Murray Walkers of 
their sport - rounds off the polished 
presentation typical of a psygnosis title. 
However, no matter how competent a 
translation the basic game has undergone, 
ultimately its success - in Europe, at least
rests upon two things. How much of a 
departure is it from F1 '97 in gameplay terms, 
and is the appeal of IndyCar ianywhere like as 
strong as it is in the US? PsygnoSIS will £ 
find out the answers very soon. 
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AlUNDRA 
FINAL fANTASY VII BROUGHT THI RPa IINRI KICKING INO SCRIIMING TO A MAINSTRIIM IUOIINCI, WHETTING TNI 

IPPETITIS OF GIMISPLIYIRS WHO INJOY I GOOD RIID WHILE NIGOTlATlNG I FINTASY WORLD 

Alundrtl will feature a variety of locations for players to explore In order to save 
the nightmare-ridden population of the vlllace of Inaa from untimely deaths 

Alundnls storyline and 
cameplay could have 
emerced from the 16bit 
school of action RPes 

C
ontinuing the surge of PlayStation 
RPG titles appearing onto the scene, 
Alundra is the latest project from 

long-standing Japanese developer, Climax. 
Although previously self-published in Japan, 
the European release is being handled by 
psygnosis, a move which should guarantee a 
great deal more exposure than if handled 
solely by its creator. 

Featuring the adventures of its 
eponymous hero, Alundra is an RPG of the 
16bit era - but is none the worse for that. The 
central character is a boy who discovers he 
has the ability to enter the dreams of others. 
As is (sadly) so often the way with such 
superhuman powers, Alundra's gift proves to 
be something of a curse, as he is drawn into 
the problems of a group of villagers after an 
old man appears in his dreams. The 
inhabitants of Inoa are dying because of their 
nightmares, and Alundra is persuaded to help 
them, beginning a quest reported to offer 
around 50 hours of gameplay. 

The player will be able to use a wide 
selection of items, from swords to magic 
rods, along with actions ranging from 
swimming to burrowing. Alundra also 
features over twenty large-scale 'boss' 
characters for the hero to contend with, each 
programmed with unique AI. Early 
impressions are that Psygnosis has licensed a 
very competent product - one which should 
arrive before the sweet taste of FFllII £ 
fades from the public's palate . 

• 

Alundro uses a sf,rite engine 
throughout. mak n, the Induslon of 
FFVII·styJe cinematics unlikely ... 
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WINGS 
PnGNOSIS MOMENTARilY DITCHES ITS OBSESSION WITH DARK fUTURES TO PUBLISH A VISUAllY STUNNING WWII fliGHT SIM. 

IN AN AIRSPACE CROWDED WITH SIMILAR CONTENDERS, GSl's WW2 SIM CERTAINLY HAS. DOGIIGHT ON ITS HANDS ••• 

The flipt model for 
each of the four ail'(nft 
is painstakingly based 
on b'ue-to-lIfe data 

General Simulations Incorporated is aiming for 
the same visual realism as Flight Unlimited. 
but with exdting mission-based gameplay 

C
onsidering the success psygnosis has 
had with sci-fi themed games 
recently, it's surprising to discover the 

company picking up this WN2 flight sim from 
Manchester-based General Simulations 
Incorporated (known previously as Virtek). 

Based around 50 historically legitimate 
missions, realism seems to be Wings of 
oestinys greatest motivating factor. There are 
four accurately modelled planes to choose from, 
all of which apparently handle like their real-life 
counterparts thanks to some complex flight 
physics. Interestingly, General Simulations has 
attempted to portray both the Allied and Axis 
sides in a realistic light; apparently Psygnosis' 
German office are monitoring the development 
of the game and its storyline to ensure the title 
will appeal to the German market. 

For once, this realism extends to the 
graphics, often a stalling-point with PC flight 
sims. The landscape has been created using 
digital elevation maps to ensure accuracy, 
and it looks absolutely wonderful, with 
detailed scenery extending limitlessly toward 
the horizon. Period detail has also been an 
important issue in the game's development. 
The geographic data has been cross
referenced with maps and photos of the 
period, which means, although a lot of the 
action takes place over London, players won't 
be able to spot such modern eyesores such 
as the M25 or Thames Barrier 

The game's virtual cockpit allows players to look around using the 
mouse - no doubt an invaluable feature during hectic gunflghts 

General Simulations are keen to point 
out that Wings of Destiny is as playable as it 
is accurate. unlike modern warfare, the 
limited weaponry available to 1940s pilots 
led to extended dog-fights and skies filled 
with battling aircraft, something WOO will 
simulate. Plus, the game will support 
network play - a requisite for modern PC 
titles - and force feedback controls, add ing 
to both realism and playability. But can 
psygnosis convince its future-hungry 
punters that addictivegameplay does £ 
not necessarily begin In 2220AD? 

Accurate texture detail 
makes the landscapes 
realistic and appealing 
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QUAKE 64 
AmR RIRI'S PROGRISSIVI CLISSIC, BOLDINEYI, THI DICISION TO CONVIRT AN IIGHTIIN-MoNTH-OLD PC 

CORRIDOR SHOOT 'EM UP SMICIS Of I PUBUSHIR CLUTCHING AT STRIWS. UNLESS, If COURSI, THIT nm IS ID'S QUllE ... 

As In the pt orlrinal, Quake's axe is still a dumsy weapon. Midway have 
yet to confirm die addition of new firepower but. with development put 
back by • month to add a twoplayer mode. such an 'afterthoupt' Is likely 

Midway are curnntly 
optomisin, QuDlre 64's 
...... S<fteft twopI;tyer 
mode for • .-'o/ps 

~ 
ith Quake now a PC budget title and 
its sequel currently enjoying a 
favourable high·street performance, 

it's strange that GT should now opt to port 
id's classic to the N64. With firstperson ShOOt 
'em up benchmark GoldenEye as Its primary , 
rival, how can id's aging blaster compete with 
Rare's masterpiece? 

As a singleplayer game, Quake IS loved 
and loathed in equal measure. Many feel its 
Simple violence and lack of real content make 
it a shallow, uninspiring experience. Others, 
however, would have you believe It'S one of 
the best videogames ever created - for 
precisely the same reasons, but with an 
alternative emphasis. 

The alpha version of Quake 64 sent to 
Edge reveals Midway has made certain 
sacrifices in order to maintain a steady 30fps 
frame rate. A limited amount of detail on the 
various Quake denizens has been lost, while 

Quake 64 is surprisingly dark, even 
compared to its gloomy PC counterpart 

• 

there's currentfy a lack of realtime lighting from 
gunfire. This last omission, however, is likely to 
be addressed before Quake 64's release. 

As any Quake disciple would dutifully 
confess, id's PC original is immeasurably 
better when played using a mouse to look 
around - using the keyboard for basic 
movement, a mouse allows free 36()0 
movement. A similar setup can be replicated 
on the N64 pad, using the analogue 
controller to guide head movements. 

If Quake's oneplayer mode is perhaps 
suspect, its multi player aspect is inspirational. 
Quake 64 was originally pencilled in for an 
Xmas '97 release in the US without any form 
of group play. After an anguished response to 
thiS news from consumers and press alike, 
Midway delayed its conversion in order to 
Include a twoplayer mode. 

Somewhere between the software and GL 
versions of PC Quake in terms of appearance, 
It'S debatable that N64 owners will be able to 
work up enthusiasm for a conversion of an 18· 
month-old PC game. Quake 64's twoplayer 
mode may be its core appeal, but With Rare 
having significantly raised expectations, £ 
it may not prove to be enough. 
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Explosions un happen at any time and anywhere - pblyers must reild 
quickly and exploit their surroundinp effectively H they plan to survive 
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~ 
ince its prescreen in E51, Buming 
Rangers, the latest creation from the 
celebrated sonic Team, has come a 

long way. The NiGHTS engine-based game naw 
looks more on par with the team's previous 
efforts; more colourful, and not as dark as the 
version that garnered such a cautious reception 
at the last TOkyo Game ShoYoJ, 

The story. however. remains the same: 
players take on the role of a futuristic firefighter 
and must find their way through massive levels. 
rescuing any civilians they meet. Initially, 
players will have just tINO characters at their 
disposal, with more team members becoming 
available as the game progresses . 

• 
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IN11en rescued. civilians 'Will grve the player 
a crystal that will help reJLNenate their Shield 
level- but freQuently they will be forced to 
choose between satisfying their own needs or 
using the crystal energy to help the civilians 
escape, All these agonising decisions must be 
made against a threatening backdrop of flash 
fires. random explosions and collapsing 
scenery. If there something missing from 
Burning Rangers. tension certainly isn't it. 

Edge chatted to three of the men behind 
the mUCh-debated project Yuji Naka, 
Rangers' executive producer, Naoto Oshima, 
the director. and Takao Miyoshi, its chief 
planner and designer. 

--~~~--------------------------~----------------~ 
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Yu)1 Naka: 'Oshlma-san 
wanted to make a lame 
bued on heroes. as 
he's a bil fan of 
Supennan.Babnane~ 

Edge: When did development start? 
Yuji Naka: we started Burnmg Rangers just 
after finishing Christmas NiGHTS. which 
would make it around November 1996. 
Edge: How big is the team. and Is It the 
same as the one responsible for Nights? 
YN: Yes, it's almost identical and comprises 
about 20 people. The whole Sonic Team is 
made up of 50 members of staff, but the rest 
of them are working on a different project. 
The Burning Rangers team is the size of a 
regular project - there are bigger teams 
within 5ega. 
Edge: How complete is the game? 
YN: We're currently about 80 per cent 
through the project and we're hoping to 
release it domestically in February Abroad, it 
will come out roughly one month later. 
Edge: It's a fairly different departure 
from the usual genres. Where did the 
inspiration come from? 
YN: Oshjma~san wanted to make a game 
based on 'heroes', as he's a big fan of 
Superman, Batman, et al. we thought about 
how to incorporate that notion into an original 
game and eventually came up with Burning 
Rangers. Essentially, we like to make 'soft' 
games but this time decided to go for 
something really different. 
Naoto Oshima: when we made NIGHTS, 
people asked us why we hadn't opted for a 
Sonic game. And when we first showed 
Burning Rangers, we were asked why we 
didn't make NiGHTS 2 (laughs). Yet as these 
games were made by the same staff, the 
message they contain is the same: they're all 
SOnic Team games. 
YN: We wanted to make a game with a 
rescue theme - there are very few games 
based on this concept. We experimented with 
some code and got positive results so we 
began developing the game. This is our usual 
approach - we did the same thing for Sonic. 

• 

We've tried to create a good environment. 
atmosphere and a good level of tension. All of 
these parameters should turn Burning 
Rangers into something of a new game. 
NO: Also, we prefer the helping concept 
more than the Killing one. 
Edge: How many maps does Rangers 
have In total? 
YN; There are four maps in total. Differing 
dramatic events will occur; therefore, the 
stages are very large and we've designed the 
game system so that it can be played several 
times. A player's experience will increase 
progressively throughout the game. 
Edge: How does BR's difficulty level 
increase? 
Takao Miyoshi: The number of events 
occurring Increases as the game progresses, 
as does the SiZe of the stages. The last 
influenang parameter is the navigation system. 
At the beginning players receiVe navigation 
help messages but as they progress through 
the game these will become less frequent or 
radio interference wHl prevent whole 
transmissions getting through. You'll have to 
have to find the right path on your own. 
Edge: The graphical style for Burning 
Rangers is significantly different from 
your team's previous efforts. Is this 
simply due to a different designer? 

PRESCREE N 

Oshlma: 'We prefer the 
helpinl concept more 
than the kilUnl one: 
An unusual stance in a 
post-Pasta/Industry 

TIIIIs, Is one of the two controllable charaders at the 
start of the la",e. The Bumlnl Ranprs tea .. is Made 
up of flye .... ben. aM of which appNr in the came 
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..... YN: NO, the graphic designer is the same, it's 
the man sitting next to me! (laughs) 
NO: Do you not think the graphics in Burning 
Rangers are similar to those in NiGHTS? 
Edge: Not really ... 
YN: (laughS) That means we were successful. 
Our objective was to create a very different 
atmosphere. 

~m l~llJIJ JlJ llnWllJI Jl l':~~ ,IDDillJ!j~, 
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Tr.pped'survlvors .re 
scattered throupout the 
g .... e·s extensive levels 
and need to be reKued 

TM: We also watched films in order to help 
recreate the realistic mood, such as 
'Backdraft·, for example. 
YN: If you pay attention to the sound you'll 
notice we didn't bother with any in-game 
8GM and Instead used some realistic sounds. 
Edge: Who is responsible for the sound? 
NO: Hataya-san, who was the music designer 
on NiGHTS. He's part of the CS sound team. 
Edge: What was the most difficult 
aspect of the game to realise? 
YN: The navigation system was difficult to 
Implement. Also, until now, no voices had 
been used In Sonic Team games but for 

• 
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The le .. has reworked the orielnal demo shown at the Tokyo «ill .... 
Show and this latest version shows. dearer use of colour .nd Ilptinl 

Burning Rangers we had to include all of the 
help messages. 
Edge: Did you experience technical 
dtfflculties? 
YN: We really enjoy our work so I wouldn't call 
them 'difficulties', rather 'challenges'. The 
transparency effects, for example, were a 
challenge. As the $aturn isn't able to do this 
effect we hi'd to program them. 
NO: The light management was also difficult to 
perform. We played around with blues and 
greens to give the game a nicer appearance. 
Edge: Who is Burning Rangers aimed at? 
NO: We want to attract a new audience, not 
necessarily the kind of person that played 
sonic or NiGHTS. The target is wider. HCl'Never, 
Burning Rangers will retain elements that are 
characteristic of the Sonic Team. We still care 
about the same things: style, feeling, etc. 
players should recognise the SOnic £ 
Team touch immediately. 

The Satum's hKII. of 
tr.nsp ...... cy effects 
dldn't stop the tea ... 
frotn realklnl them 
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SYSTEM 3 

I 
1's a long, dull ride up the MetlOpolitan 
tube line to Harrow-on-the·Hilt. Stepping 
out into a wash of dr!zzle, shoppers and 

traffic, Edge begins to wonder whethej it has come 
to the fight place. For this IS supposed y the home 
of system 3, creator of legendary titles such as The 

Last Ninja and International Karate, among others. 

Few Independent software hOuses can lay claim to 

such a revered stable, or as long a life. The 
company's first tItle, Colony 7, was released for the 
Atari SDO in 1983, and so Edge is in town to 
celebrate system 3'5 15th birthday - aM, naturally, 
to grab first view of its upcoming titles. 
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The any town anonymity of Harrow's shOpping 

cent re is soon forgotten on entering tile towering 
cent ral atrium of the Hygeia building, system 3's 

home, But the situation is to further improve - the 

security guard reads Edge ('Got a few copies in me 

deSk, actually.'). the receptionist is drop-Jaw 
gorgeous, and there's a cup of tea already on the boil. 

Ushered into a spotless meeting room, Edge takes its 

place at the central table, along with the company's 

head of development, rim Best , and Its managing 

director (and founder) Mark Cale . 

System 3 has been out of t~e limeligh t for nearly 

three years, only recently retu ~ ing with the 
humourous sim-game Constructqr. Published on the 

PC by Acclaim, the game was a umber-one seller in 

several territories, and did much to re-establish ... 
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CONSTRUCTOR 2 

D he development team has made several 
changes to the basIc game for the 

Constructor sequel. Most obvious of these is 
the moving of its setting from 90s urban Britain 

to 50s B-movie space. According to John 
Twiddy, lead programmer on both original and 

sequel, 'We went for the 19505 look because we 

were sick to death of all the games that rip-off 

Alien. We've got lots of chrome, stainless steel, 

bright colours, more like 'Lost in Space'.' 

Additionally, a time element has been added to 
the sequel, with players having to move on from 

planet to planet to avoid being destroyed by the 

expansion of the sun. 
A major overhaul has also been given to 

the interface, with a larger proportion of the 
screen given over to the actual game, along 

with a rise in both colour depth and resolution 
to 16-bit 800x600. 

Even at this early stage, Constructor 2 
looks extremely promising, embodying much of 

system 3's belief in producing addictive and 

humourous titles 

System l 's development staff bear an uncanny 
resemblance to its in-lame charaders (above) 

• 
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The Imr.rovements made to Constructor's Interface will make their debut In a 
low-pr ced uPlrde disk for the orl,lnal,ame - due out .. rly this year 

.... System 3's name. But Constructor was a major 

departure from the firm's last release, the SNES 

platformer Putty squad. Cale has his own views on 

the matter . 'The importan t thing about Constructor 
was that we wanted to say to people that we don't 

just do arcade games, we can do sim management 
games as well.' He pauses, then smiles. 'It was very 

flattering that we had a lot of companies 

interested. Maxis, EA, Acclaim, GT Interactive - it 
was a huge success for us.' Best leans forward 

onto waiting elbows at this point, adding, 'We could 

have self-published, but because we took so much 

time-off, the System 3 name had no great value to 
the public. We required somebody with the clout to 

give us the market penetration, which Acclaim was 

Ideally suited to.' 

As for the long gap since the last release, Cale is 
surprisingly frank, 'What happens with me and my 

ego - which a lot of people criticise me for - is that if 

I don't like something, I scrap it. That's it. And a lot 

of the th ings we were doing weren't up to scratch.' 

As refreshing as that may sound, every silver lining 

has a cloud. 'The down side of that is that a lot of 
people who come into the industry don't know who 

the hell you are. But I don't care, the important thing 

for us Is to retain our integrity, so that we can say 

that we're one of the best developers in Europe, 

which I believe we are.' 
When Edge makes the point that Constructor was, 

given its humour and very English feel, a pretty 

unusual title with which to make a comeback, Tim 
Best takes up the issue. 'we've never liked to run with 

a trend. We've always done our own thing - wherever 
possible. we feel that with consoles you get a 
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HORDES 

D ipping the usual good-versus-bad story on 

its head, Hordes Is a PC strategy game of 

commendable difference. The player controls 

one of three unholy 'elag' gods; Arclite. Cank~r 

and Blacrot. each of whom has a particu lar 
theme. Blacrot's hordes, for instance, can attack 

with various rot-based weapons. Oan Malone, 

lead artist on the project, explains. 'The Idea Is 

that you've got this green land, and you've just 
got to stain the whole thing dark.' Malone, 

previously responsible for the appearance of the 
Bltmap Brothers game, The Chaos Engine, has 

Imbued Hordes with his unmistakable style. 

Hordes Is intended to De far more action 

based than many of its contemporaries, With the 

player having 36 'counties' to battle through 
before reaching the the seat of the 'Light' Queen 
Edwina. with three different forces to play, 36 
levelS, and a totally non-linear plot, Hordes 

should have a serious amount of longevity. 

SYSTEM 3 

Hordes futures some Incredibly I.rce strudure (top). all of which un be Interaded 
wtth (I. destroyed). hch of the three evil forces on offer to the player hu Its own 
unique style. The Came makes one of the slroncest cases for sprites in recent times 

Hollywood effect, li ke when they decide that for the next 
year-and-a-half they're only going to make films about 
babies.' Even so, Constructor was fairly Off-beat, but 
again Best retorts, 'We feel it's long overdue that people 
have a laugh at games. One of the problems with modern 
games, is that they are totally reliant on whiz·bang 
effects. All we had In the old days was gameplay.' 

system 3 has had disputes with the games press in 
the past, and Cale's eyes harden slightly as he rejoins 
the conversation. 'I think a lot of journalists push people 
to make things look good just for the sake of technology. 
Game reviewers are so wrapped up in what technology is 
being pushed that they 've forgotten what it's all about: 
gameplay.' It may be a laboured pOint, but in an 
industry cluttered with unnecessary FMV sequences (as 
Bes t says, 'You'll find that a lot of marketing people tell 
you that people watch it and like it. But they only watch 
It once, and then skip it after that.') and obsessive 
polygon countS, it' s refreshing to hear views so close to 
Edge 's heart. 'people keep forgetting the magical 
ingredient to every game, and that's the 'feel' that the 
programmer puts in.' Ca le elaborates: 'Great sound, ... 

Hordes projed co-ordinator, Chris Alexander. Is 
Introduced to the wonders of computln, .. . 
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BLOODLUST 
r:I ngmally released for the Sinclair 
.:. Spectrum in 1985, International Karate 
redefined the fighting game genre, going on 
to sell millions of copies across several 

formats and territories. The fo llow-uP. IK+, 

influenced the development of tha t other 
seminal series, Street Fighter. Now 

Bloodlust, effectively IK3, is to challenge 
Capeom'S game on Its own turf, as Atari has 
signed the game for release in a PC.based 
cabinet. The action is strictly 2D, a subject 
Mark Ca le has strong views on. 'people are 
fed up with 3D, they've found it's just an 
effect, that It doesn't play as well as a 

classic 20 game. And that's what we 've 
made with Bloodlust.' 

Players can select one of Sixteen 

characters, which are presented in a novel 
flotation tank Interface. Visually, it's hard to 
connect Bloodlust to the IK games, With Rare's 
Killer Instinct seeming a much closer match
something Cale seems unwilling to accep t 
However, the game's AI and play system 
promise to outstrip Nlntendo's faux-M arcade 
title . Due to the sprite-based nature of the 
game, memory demands are heavy, with the 
hi -res PC version requiring a staggering 64Mb 
of RAM, the low-res 16Mb. Bloodlust's 

conversion to PlayStation is obviously causing 
a few problems, although Cale is confident 
they can be solved. 'we'll give the game 3D 
backgrounds. But with sprites you get a better 
quality picture, It's much nicer. Obviously With 
PlayS talion you 00 have a memory restriction , 
you can't fit 16-20Mb of graphics data into a 
machine that has 1Mb of graphics memory.' 

As with other developers, System] has found the 
addition of an in-house musician Invaluable 

• 
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B/oodlust Is packed with the kind 
of outra,eous special moves that 
have become more or less 
expeded by the arude fraternity, 
Projedlle attacks un be an,led 
on-the-fly (rnaln). Players shoukl 
also expect reversals, combos and 
throws. Unfortunately, IEd,e was 
unable to see the hi-res arcade 
version. due to an embar,o by Atan 

.. great graphics, they all have a part to play, to give you 
the atmosphere to keep you coming back for more. 
But if it doesn't play, you 're not going to bother at all.' 

As Ed ge later discovers when touring the 
development stud ios, this obsession with gameplay is 
to be found th roughout the company. In one corner a 
Nintendo 64 IS permanently running a copy of Rare's 
Goldeneye, while staff - many of whom have been 
with System 3 since the Sblt era - talk with real 
intensity about games, digging for Ed ge's opinion. 'We 
tend to have smaller, more experienced teams working 
on a project. American developers have the attitude 
that if something's running slow, then add ten artists 
to bring it back up to pace. This isn't the way.' Best, 
matching Cale's ability for su-dden solemnity, 
continues, 'We are terribly ChOOSy about whO we 
employ. It's not Just a Question of ability, it's a 
QuestIOn of persona lity, too.' 

Sys tem 3's 'cnosen ones' are helping the company 

make a strong comeback. Following Constructor's 
success are a string of titles, inCluding an update and 
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LAST NINJA (WORKING11Tl£) 

D ast Ninja, possibly system 3'5 most 

anticipa ted new title, is also proving to be 

it s hardest to develop - such is the pressure to 

do just ice to the series that several versions of 
the game exis ted before the current iteration. It 
was decided that the best way forward was to 

retain the original games' isometric, flip-screen 

settings . According to Cale, who is full of praise 

for GT Interactive's Oddworld, 'When we started 

the new ve rsion of Last Ninja we had the 

character moving around in 3D, but everyone's 
doing that sort of product, and the feedback 

we were getting from people was that they 

wanted it for what it was. Why take a 
successful product and make it 3D JUSt 
because that's what the market is dictating?' 

SYSTEM 3 

With the game around 12 months from 

completion, play details are fairly sketchy. 

However, it is known that the character will be 

able to roam the environmen t freely, rather than 

being con fi ned to paths as in the past, and there 

is talk around the developmen t office of 

in teractive scenery - and the possible 
dismemberment of foes. The number of locations 

is set t o rise dramatical ly from the 25-30 screens 

per level of the 80s titles to around 100, with 
over 800 in total. Promisingly, the firm's recently 

recruited in-house musician is working to create 
suitably oriental tunes. Last Ninja's lush 16bit 

colour backgrounds and detailed environment go 

much of the way to justi fy Cale's argument 

regarding the switch to 3D, bu t are aga in caUSing 

headaches on the PlayStation. 'Again, you have 
memory issues, bu t If we could ge t the whole 

game in 64k on the commodore, I'm sure we can 

get it running on PlayStation . .' 

As yet the company Is undecided as to whether the characters should be sprites 
or polygons, although both seemed similarly suited to the game. It will be some 
time before polygons can offer the level of detail illustrated in Last NlnJa 

IK + 
a sequel to that game, a new strategy game called 

Hordes, plus new instalments of the Last Ninja and 

International Karate series. The latest International 

Karate game, now dubbed 8/ood/ust, has been signed by 
Atari for an arcade release - a less than usual 

occurrence, but given that cale, 'absolu tely loves coin 

ops,' it is perhaps easy to comprehend. The 8100dlust 

project had been on the cards for some time, as Cale 

says, 'We spoke to Jaleco, Sega. Namco, and Atari in 

particu lar, about two years ago.' The wide interest in the 
tHle can easi ly be attributed to the reputation of IK+. 

According to Tim Best, 'Game playing takes place at 

every level of the company, and that makes a big 

difference. Mark's probably the only MD left who st ill plays 

games.' And perhaps that's the clue to understanding ' 

system 3 and its games. For these are game addicts making 
softw'are for people like themselves. While their games may 

not boast the latest in 3D technology, they bear the 

hallmarks of enthusiasm - something that no amount of 

development money can buy. That System 3 has lasted 

fifteen years on such qualities may be a message for £ 
others in the Industry to consider. 

• 
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.. F ew could argue that Sega's recent arcade 

racing titles have been found wanting In 

many respects. Equally, few can forget the 

impact Sega Rally had when 11 first exploded onlO 

the arcade SCJ!ne. Following it was never going to 

be easy and, other than producing ill sequel to 

stablemate Daytana USA, ill sequel grafting more 

contemporary luxuries onto the established formula 

was the only solution. 

This, of course, is exactly what Sega is doing 

and Edge was priVileged 10 be invited 10 join ill 

select gathering of Journalists In Tokyo to witness ill 

playable development version of the game. Three 

courses were featured - desert, forest and 
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mountain - but the layout of these IS yel 10 be 

finalised, and the release version may offer players 

several significant additions over the original, such 

as alternate routes and cunning short cuts. 

However, even at this stage the near-photoreallstic 

graphical quality of the 3D backgrounds is such that 

when Sega cites Thailand as the inspiration behind 

the desert stage, and Corsica for the mountain 

section, no one disputes 11. Well-travelled gamers 

Will find that both environments have an air of 

familiarity. The flOal version should boast a total of 

si ~ tracks, includmg a winter stage featuring suitably 

realistic snow flakes, and a night section in Monaco 

wherein the cars' headlights are the only means of 

picking out the convolutions of the road ahead. 

In fact, the visual realism in Sega Rally 2 is 

unprecedented for an arcade racing game - to the 

point of making even Scud Race look dated. Tyres 

smoke and lay fat skid marks on tarmac, dust sprays 

out in a turbulent stream from behind the cars, 

while transparency effects make It possible for 

players to see through the reflections of the scenery 

on the windows and into the cars themselves. 

Further pleasir'og details are promised, such as dirt 

on cars, and some effects that will remain secret 

untit later In the game - although the producer was 

unwilling to disclose any information other than to 

confirm that the game will feature effects nol 

previously seen in an arcade game. 
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Naturally, the AM Annex team has also taken 

the meaty, salisfyinl! handling and feel of the cars 

(a factor which contributed greatly to the orlgmal's 

success) a significant step further. Rarely has the 

illusion of steering a thoroughbred rally car through 

long, sinuous stages, over surfaces of v/Hying 

unpredictability been so complete 

The version Edit! played only contained four 

cars - the laneias Delta and Stratas, the Toyata 

Celiea and 11 Subaru Impreza - although more are 

expected to feature in the completed game. Sega 

has also developed a prototype handbrake 10 order 

10 facililate progress through the courses' tighter 

corners, Cl feature recently implemented 10 great 

effect in Konami's CTi Club. This is 5\11110 be 

confirmed for the final cabinets. 

Another obvious change from Its original 

incarnation is the cabinet itself. Sega Rally 2 boasts 

one of the most interactive user interfaces yet seen 

in a racing game. The cabinet is being designed by 

Sega's AM Depl. R&04 (AM4) and makes extensive 

use of hydraulic technology. Indeed, the red tubular 

structure is mounted an pistons and reacts faithfully 

to the action an screen (even down to differing rOild 

surfilces) 50 that sudden braking results In an 
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SEGA RALLY 2 

equillly abrupt nosedive, ilnd the whole edifice 

vibriltes in sympilthy w,th the engine revs. 

Of COUfse, the quality of the sound effects makes 

ilS significant a contribution to the whole as the 

visual aspects, and unsurpflsingly it isn't an ilrea thilt 

has been neglected. Surround Sound technology is 

being deployed to emulate the litany of screeches, 

bangs and squeals that would assail the pilot 01 a 

real rally car. ,ncluding objects rattling ,n the back of 

the vehicle and gravel bouncing off the bodywork. 

Sega Rally 2's soundtrack will be techno-based. 

Ellen at this very early stage, Sego Rally 2 

demonstrates its potential In a thoroughly 

conllincing manner. Edle has httle doubt that it will 

quickly emulate its illustrious predecessor's 

ascent to world coin-op domination. 
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SEGA RALLY 2 

~ I ANrAnnex I 

rr,n hill' explonng the n~'f·acqu,red building housing 

... Sega's Amusement R&D departments, EdIt took me 
opportunity to Interview Tet$u.,.. MllU,uchl and Kenji 

Silnkl, the respective producer and director behind the 

abeady spectacular Sego Rally 2 5asaki fnst started working 

fOf Sega on a lltelancl!' bas.is and met MlZUguchi who, at the 

time, was in'Kll\led in his fi~t ff!W prolectS for the film. 

After being employed by NameD and panlclp(ltmg with the 

development 01 Rave Racer, Sasakl was later persuaded by 

Mizuguchi 10 toin 5egll's ranks arid work alongside him. 

Edit; So how long will the game have taken 10 develop? 

Kenjl SI .. kl: Work on the game began in March lasl year, 

iust after we received the Model 3 Dollfd 

Edit: When do you plan to release Sega Rally 2? 

Tetsuya MlzugUChi: It will be released ,n Spring. as we intend 

to reveal it at the oeJtt AOU show in February. 

Edge: Is Sega Rally 2 running on the same ~rd as The Lost 

warld7 

TM: Yes, essenUlly It's the same bo"rd. 

Edit; How big w~s the team? How does thiS (ompare to the 

rest 01 Sega's arcade teams? 

TM: The whole AM AnneK department iocludes about 25 

peoj)le 01 whICh 15 to 20 are currently working on Segc RoIIy 

2. In terms of nLlmber of staff, the present team 15 simll"r In 

size to the ongin~1 Sega Rally team. We don't reqUire bigger 

teams to make qu~lity games. 

Edle: Is the st<lfl essentially the same as the one that worked 

on the onl,nall 

TM ; Half of the team were originally AM Annex s~1f while the 

rest wefe re<:rulted trom other departments. 

edle: Wh~t wOt,jld yOt,j consider to be the main improvements 

over the Orlgin~1 game? 

KS: There has beerl a subSI"nt.." graphlc~1 overhaul. In Sego 

Rally 2, we'~ ach,eved a bener manatement of the game's 
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phySical parameters. However. becaLlse of the game's vast graphICal erlhaocements, the b,,]aoce 

betweerl gameplay and graphics has been lost A5 a result, we'"e h"d to mtroduce some mnovative 

features into the gameplay. 

Edit: What visual inno"ation has Model l allowed in Segc Rally 2? 

KS; Well, apM from the gr"phicallmprovements, the CPU runs at a much faster speed

compared to a Model 2 II'S far more powerful. FOI' example, m the orlgmal Sega Rally It was 

Impossible to use any transpa'ency effects, and the board was also poor al man<lgmg par\ldH and 

lightmg The Modell board moKle these thmgs OKhlevable; now the background is drawn lar into 

the distance and cal1 un rUrl under a night spotlight - the game has become far more realistic 

than its original Incarnation ever was . 

Edle: Will the game feature different weather effects? Ooes the weather change durmg a race? 

KS : We're cUflenrly de<:lding on the fOfm the weather will tale in each stage but it won', change 

randomly Wlthm the same st3ge ... however, nothmg's definite yet. Some stages will feature snow or 

fog. We imUlly thought about a random weather system that would change according to the time 

of the day, but for the 'time attack' mode we wanted players to compete in the same COnditions. 

TM: However, technically it is possible 

Ed,e: How s.gnilicaJ"it is the deSign of the cablOet in the sequel? 

KS: CablOets ha~ recendy be<:ome ill cruCIal aspect of ar(<!'de games. It's absolutely essential to 
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get the balance between the cabinet and the same right 

Edge : How do you decide on the general design of the machine 

TM : Firstly, we decide on a b~5k concept. For 5ega Rally 2, the sound was also really important. 

Il's very difficult to make a good cabinet - we have to deal With par.meters sIKh as cost, time, 

power supply Ilmlls, etc. 

Edge: What was the hardest aspect 01 the g.me to implement and why1 

TM : It isn't finished yeti 

KS: We're presently in the 'hard' phase, [laughs] 

TM: In fact, we shouldn' t really use the wold 'hard' - as you gel older you begin 10 master these 

'hard' phases_ Sasalu-san IS ClJrrently working 'hard' on the course I.youts. 

Ed,e: Do you see the cost of the Model :5 board IS a limiting lactor in commefCiallerrns? 

TM: I don't think so. Any good game tends 10 sell well. It isn't a problem "I alllor us. 

Ed,e: How successlul. m re"l terms, was Ihe origmal Sega Rally? 

TM: Sega Rally wasn't a huge seller, at lirst. Rather, ils success in the afCades took a more 

progressive approach 

KS : We truly believe that a good game Will sell "nd as a result the cost of the board becomes a 

negliglbl!" f4CIOf 

Edge: Given the current rate of technological advancements of the PC and cOflsoles, arcades lace 

increasingly fiel ce competition fr om the home machines_ What do you see as the luture for cOin· 

op driving games? 

TM: Of course, I Mlieve in com-ops more than PCs. Ithmk plaYing at home is great but the way 

of plaYing differs greatly. ""-cade games must attract players and offer them a highly enJoy.ble .nd 

distractive experience lor a short penod of time - the experience is ,'" mOfe intense than you 

would expect from Its domestic equIV.lent. When we did the Saturn version 01 Sega Rally, we had 

10 add different features. Arcade racins g.mes must be geared towards Pfoviding a quick 

adrenaline rush. 

KS: For some time now, network play has become a possibility on PCs. Even If raong games .re 

mOSllyaimed at the smgle player, IllS presently possible to compete against three or four other 

players. From a developer's point 01 VIeW, It'S .n mt!"r!"sllng fearure. 

TM : Consumer rllcmg games can also be based 011 simulation where players can upgrade certain 

components, for example. This would be unthinkable in a coin-op, I rea lly thillk ooth arcade and 

consumer games offer Wildly different ways of playing. 

Edge: 00 you see 100 much 'realism' as a blId thing? 

KS: As lar as raong games are concerned, I think the closer you .re to reality the bener. rOf 

consumer and ,r",d!" games, though, il's a d,fferel1l situation altogether. For eMmple, fittlns car 

upgrades in a consol!" game c~lIIes a certam amoullt of 'reality factor', but for a coin-op you're 

forced to approach the same issl.le from a dlffer!"nt angle, so as to relain Ihe atmosphere using a 

set of limited resources available to you. 

TM: But thiS IS true of a fantasy game lOO, for example - if there's 110 realism, the game is not 

intereSfing. WIpeout, F-lero or MOrlo /Cart .re successful because they are based on a realistIC 

game system. It's importal1llo distingUish 'realism' from 'real'. Furthermore, the 'rear aspect of a 

game isn'l everythlllg In the case of W(peou/, for !"xample. the musIC made a significant 

contribution 10 the overall elfect. 

Edge: Does this attention to realism e_lenl to the vehicles themselves - does each car handle 

diflerel1lfy? Were you gral1led access to the real cars in Ofder to model them more accurately? 

KS: Yes, fhe cars differ subtly horn e,,,h olhl"l. 

TM: I gal to try the dlffereflt cars and was fakell for a drive in the Stratos. I also managed to 

destroy hall of • ellr in a Clash I subsequently had, but I was fille. {Laughs] 

Edge: Ha~e you illduded more 0ppOllents m thiS ~ersion1 Has their Allmpro~ed? 

KS: There will be 15 cars to l ace agaillst, as in the origin,,1 S~a Rally 

KS: Bt<ause the CPU is faster we can do a 101 more With the other ",rs, but opponentS Will not 

!"mploy underh.nd taCllCS to stay In frOI1l. However, this time alound 11 will be more drfficult for 

players to finish ahead of the pack. 

Edge: Ha~e you concentrated on includlns more pellpheral delails m this v!"rSlOn? 

TM: Yes, we're currently working on thiS. FOI e~ample, in real races you see people taking piC1ures 

by the Side of the ro.d, so we've illeluded camera flashes in Ihe game - the better the player is 

perforrmng, the great!"r the number of flashes. This, combined With the unique nature of each 

track ellhances the overall atmosphere. 

Edle: Is it poSSible to CI.sh the cars? 

KS: No, but we do wan t to show damage after collisions. 

• 
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TM: We're also thmking aboul gettmg the spectators In the 

game to react so that, for example, some people may start 

runnmg away If the car gets too close to Ihem 

Edge: What aooul the possibility of including a variety 01 

aiternative routes for each circUIt1 

TM: No comment. [LaughsJ 

itS: We're seriously thmking about it. 

Edge: Did you travel to ally of the 10000tlOfls in order to gel the 

settins and atmosphere light? 

TM : Yes, we traveiled to several localiolls, assimilated the 

atmospheH~ and took some pictures. Then we remodelled 

everyth,llg in polygons. 

Edge: What sort of elemel1ls and COIlCepts did you have to 

reject because they were impossible to implement? 

TM : Come back next monlhl [laughs] There are a lot of Ihings 

we'd like to Include, but we hav!"n't given up yet. 

Edge : Th!" Model :5 lechnology must have tremendous 

potential. Is Sego Rally 2 pushing It as far as It call go? 

KS: No, nOlllt lilt We esllmate that $ega Rally 2 will only use 

70Clb of the board's performance potentl'l. 

Ed,e : Did you use your own development tools? 

KS: Yes, we crealed our own tools, although at the start of the 

prOject we used some stock tools - It would have been stupid 

not to do so. 

TM : When shallnglibraries, p-roglams can take on a uniform 

look so il'S beller to have your own tools. 

KS: It's useful for consumer games, wilere the hardware lasts 

three or four yellrs, but arCJJde bo.rds change more oflen and 

as a result we don't have as much time 

Ed,e: What .re your plans for the luture? 

TM: We wal1l to make something radically dlffelent. One day. 1 

hope, we will de~elop games lor the home systems, as I've 

wanted to Gridge the gap between the arcade and consumer 

markets for a long time. 

KS : A simple conversion Irom alcade to cOllsoles isn't that 

interesting from a developer's point of View 

TM: Ullfortunately, people tfmd to locus 011 

technology Md graphics rather tnan Sllmeplay. £ 
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market, where 
manufacturerl attempt to extend the lite of a 
liven platform for 11 lonl as possible, the motto 
In the fiercely competitive world of PC 3D 
acceleration II definitely 'more, flster'. JUlt two 
yearl alo, the Ice ne WII dominated by 
companlel Iuch IS S3 and ATI who racked up 
millions In salel throulh the Ilmple expedient of 
flolllnl cheap acceleration chlpl directly to 
motherboard manufacturerl. However, lithe 
demands of both lames and lamerl became 
more sophlltlcated, these IOW-COlt lolutlonl -
lacklnllufflclent onboard memory, and unable 
to Implement many specialist 3D featurel -
became le •• appeallnl to hlrdcore ,amers. 

Then, In late '95, 30fx and Vldeologlc entered the 

picture, both postulating the sama Idea - to produce a 

dedicated 3D chlpset which could work: alongside a 

standard 20 SVGA controller and concentrate solely on 

throwing textured, filtered and Ut polygons around the 

screen at previously undreamed of speeds. Naturally, 

this fired the Industry'S collective Imagination and 

within six months, 30fx's Voodoo chip had found Its 

way onto consumer add-on boards built by DIamond 

and Orchid. Vldeologlc. on the other hand, failed to 

secure such partnerships, and rolled out Its own range 

of boards based on Its PoweTVR PCX chlpset. The battle 

for the hlgh·end In the 3D graphics war had begun. 

Since then, 3D acceleration has become a vital 

consideration In PC game development; It Is now 

unusual- to say the least - to find a title that does not 

boast support for such hlgh·end slUcon, either for a 

specific chlpset technology (using a proprietary APlllke 

PoweTVR's Power5Gl, or 30fx's Glide) or for a broader 

base of machinery through Microsoft's generic API. 

0lrect30. Not bad for two years' work. 

However, the 3D specialists cannot claim a 

stranglehold on the graphics processor market. 

According to business analysis company Jon Peddle 

Associates, mainstream consumer products such as 

53's ViRGE and All's 3D Rage shipped a huge 30.1 

million units last year. 301x and PowerVR could only 

amass a figure of 8.2 million between them. 

By the turn of the century, however, the market will 

change yet again. As 3D performance becomes a 

standard by which new PCs will be judged, demand for 

high-end chipsets will grow exponentlally. 

But stability Is a critical component of any mature 

market. Both 3Dfx and NECNldeologlc have second 

generation chlpsets on the way, and other competitors 

are gathering. Could a single dominant standard for 3D 

graphics be just around the mlllennlal corner? 
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1 Frame buffer unit, code name 'Chuck' 

2 TeKture map unit, codename '8ruce' 

3 Dual 2Mb RAM banks for texture map units 
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4 2Mb RAM for frame buffer 

5 Jumper to connect boards for scan-line 
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7 Video-In from PC video card 

8 Video-out to monitor 
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further Into a scene. Under Voodoo2, however, developers can Implement layers of denser 
fog In front of weak.er patches, adding to the realism of 8 scene without Impacting the 
fluidity of motion through It. Further effort has been channelled Into reducing the 'fog 
banding' that results In objects 'popping' from one fog level to another. 

As for that other staple concern of the software developers. z-bufferlng, 3Dfx claims that 
Its neatlng-point z-buffer enables developers to Implement more depth levels than the 
Industry standard 16-blt Integer z-table, which should almost eliminate ugly z-aUasing on 
objects placed deep within a scene. Furthermore, the triple-colour buffer (which enables 
rasterlzation to happen In a third buffer during v-sync) can now be used concurrently with 
the z-buffer, something that wasn't possible with the Voodoo chlpset. 

Voodo02's maximum screen resolution will be 1024x768, and support for TV out (both 
NTSC and PAU Is planned for some boards, the first of which (due In the first quarter of 
1998) will be for PCI motherboards. AGP-based boards Bre likely to follow as soon as AGP 
motherboards gain significant mark.et penetration, and some teething troubles with the AGP 
form factor (whiCh causes many boards to pop out of their motherboard sockets during 
transit) are sorted out. Ed,. expects this to happen before the end of 1998. 

By far the most exciting new feature, though. Is Glide and 030 support for scan-line 
Interleaving (SlI). Each voodo02 board will be equipped with connections which enable users 
to flt two boards In adjacent PCI slots and connect them with 8 ribbon cable. Once 
connected, one board handles the odd monitor scan lines while the other grasps the reigns 
of the even. This effectively doubles the frame buffer memory, the texture memory and the 
fill-fate, In addition to a raft of tertiary functions such as the triple-colour buffer. Although 
no single-card SLI solutions are planned for launch, Sellers expects high-end board 
manufacturers to be offering them by mld-to-late-1998; by that time AGP boards will be 
approaching a state of maturity, and since there Is only one AGP slot per motherboard, a 
single board solution will be necessary for scan-line Interleaving. 

Th. fi"t confilU'ltion ofVoodo02 to ship will be the '2220', which will have a 

2Mb frame buffer and 2Mb for each texture processor, The architecture actually supports up 
to three texture processors, hence the zero - and Sellers admits that some arcade boards 
will use three texture units In order to obtain max1mum performance. 

3Dfx claims that with all features turned on, the board will be able to fill 90 million 
z-buffered, alpha-blended, texture·mapped. fogged, per plxel mlp·mapped, shaded plxels 
per second (180Mpixels with SLJ). TrIangle performance under the same circumstances 
(assuming 2s·pixel trIangles) Is greater than two mIllion triangles per second. The company 
says that this will translate Into better than one million triangles per second In real-world 
usage, That's about three times the current Voodoo performance, 

The frame rate goal1 A consistent 60fps at 640x480 resolution. 'We don't think real 
Interactlvlty starts until you get to 60 frames per second,' claims Sellers. 'A lot of consumers 
think 30fps is enough. but the difference between 30 and 60fps Is amazing, Arcade 
developers won't touch anythIng that can't do 6Ofps: 

More significant than the benchmark. numbers. though, is the architecture Itself. By 
providing two texture units, the board enables routInes that used to take two passes to 
be performed In Just one, An example of where this will result In significant 
Improvement can be found In the Quake lighting model. EverythIng In Quake Is drawn 
twice, fIrst as a flat, unlit surface, and then as a lighting/shadow map. The two textures 
are then combined In order to create a seamless visual - It looks great, but every triangle 
needs to be drawn twice, Not anymore. By having one texel unit handle the base textures 
and another one the light textures, the scene can now be created In a single pass. 

Shot Od!) from FInnish technicians Housemarque and the demo-coded Nod T,ax (right) directly exploit 
the awesome potential of lDfx's Voodoo2 technology. Existing Voodoo! titles will also benefit, though 
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... Likewise the operltloft of VOOdOo2's effects repertoire la expedited; trlllnear filtering can 
also be Clone 'n IIInIII paIS (by using the two texture units to hold different mlp-maps). 
Other expected ..... fOr the dual texture units Include protected texture maps - for such 
details as IpotHJhtI- environment-mappln. on translucent surfaces, and more detailed 
texture·mapplna. IlftIIInIepproachlng 8 walltn prey and seelns not a blurry mess of pixels, 
but hlBhIy d __ ••• 

The UH of muttfpl. textures Is JUIl bestnnlnc to find favour with Clevelopers. so 
Voodoo2's dual texture unltl hive come at I perfect time. support for dual textures Is 
Ilready In the IIteIt 0Ude APt end Should be part of DlreetX 6 when It Is released. And In the 
event that dewloptrs neither went nor need to take advantage of the two units diSCreetly, 
they can UH them III sJn8te oIMb texture etracts unit. 

ft ........ 11 .f Y"II •• 2 Islmpres.Mt. Id .. wltn .... d Quat. running on 
the technotOlY It more thin 120 frames a second: too flit to PIIIY, and too fast even for the 
monttor's refresh rite. HcJWrWer, raw speed alone I1 not necesurtly the ehlpset's principal 
attraction - even If moat monitors could refresh at 120 frlmes per ncond. It'S what that 
"'"" enableS IieWIogers to do with tile boo"'·' spocIeIfeoIu,.. tIIot will ensure Its 
position at the forefront of the 30 aceeleretor market. 

Until now. most aOo-lccelerated limes hlV' just be.n smooth.r, flster versions of 
unaeeelerltld pmes. SOme pundits hIVe even derided the blurry and somehow soulless 
'accelerated look'. However, the widespread acceptance of 3D accelerators in general, 
and VoOCloo2 In partfcullr, offers the possibility for chlnce. By focusing on new higher· 
spec boards, developers cln concentrate on ensuring that 30·accllerlted games look 
better than Just Imoother ver~ons of their software-accelerated counterparts. That 
muns more polypn •• laraer texture-maps, and ultimately more detailed. complex 
environments. "We Wlnt people to be able to tell their artists to 80 wild and do 
anythln&.· .xpellna 5eHers 

Ulttmat.ty, SDfX maka no secret of Its long· term corporate goal. It wants nothing less 
than to mate 3Dfx.enhanced systamsl distinct platform, IS separate from a standard PC 
as PlaySt8tion Is from saturn. To do that. It needs to persuade developers to take 
advlntqa of tts cards, not through Mlcrosoft·s Dlrect3D, but throush Glide. Although 
3Dfx's Installed bill may never be IS broad IS that of Itlless expensive competitors. by 

IOlnllfter hard-Core pmers - the 20% of the mlrket that ICCOUnts for 801' of the sales -
the company na' managed to arou.e the Interest of many key developers . 

The rice to SIt the ultimate 3D standard for pes Is far from over. But 3Dtx. Which leapt to 
prominence after the first pneratton of 3D accelerators, looks set to maintain that 
dominant position as It prepit" to charge Into the second . 



... 

NEe and Vidoo Logic - Powo. VR2 
Considering the massive exposure 3Dfx has enjoyed over the last two years, it would be 
easy to write off Vldeologlc (and Its backer, NEe) as little more than an Interesting aiso
ran. Its technology may have been a match for 3Dfx, but Its approach to cultivating 
support for the PowerVR PCX chlpset was less successful. The process of creating 
powerVR-speclflc titles is more complex (and. subsequently, less desirable) for 
developers, thanks to Its unique method (I.e. no z-buffer) of calculating hidden surface 
removal. Also significant Is the fact that PowerVR's API, SGLDlrect, requires programming 
for Infinite planes rather than the standard 3D method (used In Glide) which uses vertices 
- another unwelcome complication. 

Despite the controversy, though, NEC and VldeoLoglc are sticking with their Innovative 
design for the next generation of PowervR products - which will Include console and arcade 
chlpsets as well as hlgh·end PC graphics processors. For the latter, the companies are 
promising a wealth of features Including full floating point set·up, advanced texture filtering 
modes, 2x AGP support, and full DlrectX and OpenGl blending modes. Details are short, 
however, as neither of the two companies have announced a full spec list as yet. 

But It seems VldeoLoglc has more on Its mind than Just Implementing the fastest 3D 
acceleration. As Tr.vcr Wine, Vice President of marketing, points out: 

'Clearly, 1998 Is going to be a year of major change In the PC graphics market, with PC 
and add·ln board vendors wanting 3D performance beyond today's performance leaders, but 
at mainstream price points. The old market leaders aren't necessarily going to be the new 
leaders In the new low·cost, high· performance segments - In fact some current leaders wHl 
have difficulty meeting the mainstream price pOints without compromising performance', 

What Wing says certainly sounds reasonable. While 3Dfx Is boasting about shipping a 
millIon units last year, the cheaper 20/30 chips are flying out In their multl·mllllons to PC 
manufacturers who aren't Interested In expensive 3D·only solutions. Vldeologlc, then, 
Intends to produce an all In one chip, capable of many times the performance of today's 
high·end 3D chips but at a much lower cost. The latter Is achievable, says Wing, because 
PowerVR eschews the memory·lntenslve z·buffer, and Is therefore less expensive to 
produce - 'inexpensive' being an attractive concept for companies such as Gateway, Cyrix 
and Matrox who have already signed deals to put PowervR chips In theIr products. 

In fact, It was signing lucrative deals with manufacturers, Instead of relyIng solely on 
consumer add·on board sales, that handed VldeoLoglc 52% of the performance 3D market In 
the latter of '97, according to the Jon Peddle Associates. 30fx took 27%: Its Voodoo chlpset 
Is generally considered too expensive to mount on PC motherboards. 

NECNldeologlc have a different outlook on the forthcoming DlrectX 6 than 3Dfx. While the 
latter Is looking to separate Its chlpset from all others In order to create Its own monopoly on 
acceleration, the former believes that DlrectX support will prove vital In the next two years, and 
that Indivldual APts like Glide and even PowerSGl will be sldellned. If NEe and Vldeologlc are 
correct (and with Microsoft's habit of Indelibly stamping Its name on any market associated 
with the PC, that seems likely), then a chlpset that explOits the features of DlrectX 6 
successfully will corner the market. Although VoOdoo2 will provide excellent 030 support, 
PowerVR and DlrectX 6 6 use the same screen tiling method to eliminate the need for a 
z·buffer: a factor which could Just put Vldeologlc well ahead of its current competitors. 

II1 tttI"llke ,,,oh t (top) and LucosArts' ltdl fnight (above) 
wll sa",rt PowtrYJ: 2, proving 3Db does not enjoy a monopoly 

Visually dtmanding titles like , Po/lct (left) and Htxtn 2 will bt useful touchstones for gauging the power of VldeoLogic's new graphics technology. If the compony con deliver 
hlgh·end performance at a low price, and in 0 realistic atl~in~one sotutlon, market domination could be within its 9rosP' aut 3Dfx's propastd 2D/3D cord may pose 0 threat 



Other Contend ... 

The RIVA 128 'tertian of Forsahn shows that the abilities of the 
technology afe not hampered by its lock of 0 proprietary API 

01 A 

,. , 

IVI (1 .. I.U. .4 .......... tI ... "el,," . 
Like the forthcoming PowerVR 2 chlpset. nVldls's RIVA 128 processor Is a performance 
20/30 solution that seeks to provide high-end 30 et a mainstream price. Unlike PowerVR2, 
however, the technology has already proven Itself, scoring highest In a bench test of 
high-end 3D accelerators held by Mercury Research In August 1997 (In which Voodoo' 
managed 3rd place and PowerVR PCX2 a lowly 8th) . 

In terms of 3D capabilities, RIVA certainty boasts an admirable set-up. Along with the 
usual list of effects such as perspective correct texturing, filtering, lighting, alpha blending. 
fogging and LOO mip-mapplng, the chlpset promises to punt an average of 1.5 million 
triangles or 100 million lit. textured, filtered and Z-buffered plxels per second around the 
screen while keeping the frame rate consistently above the 30 fps mark, thanks to a zippy 
100MHZ, 128blt graphics pipeline and memory Interface. 

Unlike PowervR and voodoo, however, RIVA 128 doesn't have Its own AP1; the technology 
has been designed specifically to support 030 and open GL At the moment. this lack of a 
specific API may be enough to keep hardcore gamers away from the technology, because 
30fx's Glide Is stili considered to be the specialist 3D Interface of choice. On the other hand 
nVldla, like NEe and VldeoLoglc, believes that Individual APls are going to become less and 
less Important over the next two years, in the wake of Oirectx 6.0. As Mlch •• 1 H.r., 
director of Strategic Marketing for nVldla points out: 

'Virtually every leading content developer has either delivered, embraced or committed 
to support either 030 or OpenGL In fact, many developers have stated that after 1997 they 
will stop supporting proprietary APls entirely, as there will be no real technical benetrt and 
certainly no financial benefit. Hardware Is becoming so fast that the original benefit of 
proprietary APts (speed) Is no longer an advantage. nVldla's strength lies In Its ability to add 
performance and Quality within a standard' 
Ultimately then, if current prognoses are right. and the PC Industry Is moving toward 030-
proficient, high performance cards at low prices, then nVldla has got In there earlier than 
everyone else with a hugely Impressive competitor. All that remains to be seen Is 
whether It avoids the fate of Its HI-starred predecessors ... 

If future RIVA-supportln~ games can exploit the capacity of this 2D/3D solution as well as the likes of 
1ncomlng (above), 3D-onty accelerators could well became an expensive lUXUry of the post 

Little is known about the Auburn 3D accelerator (also known as 1740) as Intel has declined to announce the project officially. Nevertheless, it Is likely that 
the technology has been at least partially based on one of the ultra high-end PC chlpsets designed by locic:heed Martin's graphics subsidiary, Real30 
(previously responsible for sega's Model 2 and Model 3 arcade boards) - as Intel and locic:heed announced a strategic alliance last year. 

Of the few early reports on the technology that have leaked out. most have been cautiously favourable, placing the beta chlpset's performance 
somewhere between Voodoo and RIVA 128. Although this setup may well prove Inferior to the pyrotechnics expected from Voodo02 and powerVR2, 
Microsoft has shown time and time again that being a massive multinational omnipresence Is actually better than being a fantastically talented minnow In 
relative terms. If Intel starts putting Auburn onto Its motherboards as standard, many consumers will come to accept Its 3D acceleration technology In the 
same way they accepted Windows 95: in huge numbers and with very little fuss. 

30fx, NECIVldeologlc, etc are probably not unduly terrified, however. Intel doesn't have a complete monopoly on the PC motherboard market, so the 
company will not be able to muscle-out all other contenders automatically. Furthermore, 3ofx, and to a lesser extent VldeoLoglc, have built up strong 
enough reputations with developers and consumers to survive the Intervention of this ambitious microchip megalith. Nevertheless, If the 
technology Is up to scratCh, the Impact Auburn could make on this maric:et should not be underestimated . 

• 
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The definitive monthly assessment of the world 's latest videogames 

Total Annihilation 
,., kay, so Total AnmhJlatlon is a C&C clone. But 1 
~ have no problems With clones, so long as they 
Innovate to a certain degree. In fact, a great thing 
about them IS that they can be played W1thout having 
to Jearn anyttllng, so I recently played a multlplayer 
game of Total Annihilation with an old adVersary 

At first I built up the s:anaard UMS and found TA 
has a very nice level of progression throughout. It'S good 

that the UnitS are made out of polygons - providing nice 
ammatlon and smooth movement - and I noticed there 
seemed to be no limit on the number Of unitS I was 
manufacturing. After an hour I Started to build up sea 
umts and these are big - the banleshlp was huge and, 
apart from some navigation problems, these looked 
powerful and well.-.designed. Then we went into our fi rSt 
battle and a HolI~d·style film score mUSIC kicked in 
and it really felt like a proper banle was gOing on. This 
battle lasted 30 minutes with both of us thrO'Nlng in unit 
after unit. In the end I won. Superb 

wtlat Impresses me most IS that Cavedog has really 
looked at the user interface Everyttllng fOllows a natural 
progressiOn and the balance between COSt and time to 
bUild has been done pertectJy. The keybOard Shortcuts 

are lOgical and the ability to statk up orders with the etr! 
key and mouse makes for a much faster game. People 
dorl"t release hO'N d,fficut it is to balance these things 
and haVlrg the ability to stack up commands draSUtalJy 
changes the game because you can plan so much 
further ahead. Another strong aspect of the des'&" is 
that the UnitS IQol(; exactly like they shoukl. A tank is a 
tank, a battleshIp is a battleship - thiS may sound 
obvious but a lot of the clOOes to appear recently have 
tanks that i0oi:: ~~I(e green, blobby fantasy space things, 
meaning you first have to learn what the anaCk/defence 
01 the green blobby thing is. But in TA It is otMous that a 
heaw armoured tank win smash a robot into a pulp 

AlthOugh the AI is good, It still suffers from the ·Iet's 
find out how it works and then break It' syndrome. AilS 
a tricky one as It is easy to make a computer player 
unbeatable, but very tough to make it challenging yet 
playable. wtlat TA does IS to throw literally hundreds of 
Units at you - and forttlnatety, this works well 

In conclUSion, I loved TA and thought It should have 
been more successful. Tne graphics and sound are 
really well dooe, the amount going on IS impressiVe 
and, well, the AI is okay. Job well done, I say. 

c..,edOl's TolQI AnnlhllDtlon Is re,~rded by ... any as the best realtime stratqy lame currently 
..,allabfe. Peter Molyneux Is suitalbly Impressed: 'tt re.-Ity felt like .- proper battle .'-5 ,oln, on' 
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Gran Turismo 

Gran Turlsmo Is compatible wtth the 
Japanese Dual Shock analocue joypad. 
This ofters perfect control sensltivtty 
as well as helchteninc the realism by 
vibratinc under hard acceleration, 
violent braldn,and hiCh-speed tums 

Incredibly, watchinC the replays Is 
like witnesslnc a real race such is 
the authentic behaviour of the urs 

m ran rurismo:.rne Real Driving Simulator, to give 
Its full Japanese monicker, is possibly the. 
greatest driVing game of all time. It's certainly 

the most impressive example of the genre ever to grace a 
home format - no other racing title has attracted the 
attention of so many individuals passing through Edge's 
office or interfered with the magazme's schedule to such 
an extent. To say that it takes ItS racing seriously would 
redefine the term 'understatement' Indeed, anyone 
doubting GTs genuine devotion to racing driving will more 
than likely be convinced by the 54 page reference guide 
that accompanies the already substantial game manual. It 
offers everything from advice on driving techniQue
including 12 pages on the art of drifting - to a technical 
breakdown of every model buried within the game's code. 
The only drawback: at this stage is that it's in Japanese. 

GT probably features more cars in one game than the 
whole of last year's PlayStation racing games put 
together. AlthOugh Edge hasn't finished counting them, 
sony's PR department proudly boasts that 'over 250' are 
ava ilable and - amazingly - they all handle differently. 
This is perhaps GTs most impreSSive aspect. The physics 
models are so accurate that anyone whose motoring 
experience extends beyood prosaic machinery is able to 
differentiate between front, rear and four wheel drive 
vehicles, not to mention front and mid-engined vehicles. 

It's a safe assumption to say that most players Will 
rush to partake in the arcade mode. Here only Japanese 
machines are available at first, along with a mere four 
tracks - although playing it through wilt reveal the game's 
other courses as well as grant access to the European 
and US cars. The most surprising feature, however, is the 
ability to engage in a time trial on three night courses 

running at an arcade-like 60 frames a second. Admittedly, 
in order to achieve this GTs developer had to sacrifice its 
lighting effects, as well as Simplifying scenery and 
removmg all other cars from the track. Still, technical 
demonstratIOns have never proVed so playable. 

However, the real game lies in the GT option. Players 
start off with a limited sum of money with which to 
purchase a second~hand car and enter spot races with 
the purpose of earning more money in order to acquire 
superior maChinery so as to better their chances of 
Winning championships. To enter the latter, potential 
racing drivers must first obtain a racing licence. Three of 
these exist, but once a 'pass' is obtained players face a 
veritable feast of different cups - 13 in all- from short 
fouHace meetings to 30 and 60 lap affairs on one of 21 

Twoplayet battles are also possible and while the 
Came suffers from 11 slicht drop in speed, these 
prove h1chly playable and competitive events 

I 
Form.!t: PlayStation Publisher SCE I Developer· In·house (Polys) Price: VS,800 (£30) 
Release· Out now (Jap), June (UK) 

~ 
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Tbe amount of cars on offer Is simply bewilderinl. Furthennore. In addition to an of them belnl tweakaWe. Gr a"ows players to aHer every -sped of the 
vehldes such as rkle helpt. brake bIIlanu. suspension sttftness. INr ratios and even the level of turbo boost before Puttinl them throup their paces 

tracks, all rich in scenic detail. The cups themselves are 
varied in nature and range from front, rear, and four 
wheel drive competitions to tuned car sessions and full 
GT-prepared racing car events. 

Once the money starts rOiling in, players can opt to 
upgrade to a faster, more powerful, better handling 
machine or decide to tune up their current model. This is 
where things get silly. Imagine the acceleration figures Of 
a Mitsubishi GTO that - once fully souped-up - boasts an 
astounding 9SSbhp and a top speed around the 400kph 
(2S0mph) mark ... Indeed, there Is much fun in deliberately 
taking ridiculously inferior machines and seeing what may 

Althoup. H !5n" possible to flip 
the cars (a feature th.t would 
soon become frustr.tinl). that 
didn't stop Edle from trylnl 

• 

be achieved by adding a multitude of raCing components. 
And this is one of GT's primary strengths - the 
anticipation of seeing how a particular model is going to 
handle after modifications is fully justified once on the 
track (and, more often than not, off it, too). 

THE ANTICIPATION OF SEEING HOW A PARTICULAR MODEL IS 
GOING TO HANDLE AFTER MODIFICATIONS IS FULLY JUSTIFIED ONCE ON 
THE TRACK (AND, MORE OFTEN THAN NOT, OFF IT, TOO) 

However, despite all of this attention to realism, GT is 
a far more forgiving, and therefore accessible, game than 
TOGA Touring Car Championship, for example. Anyone 
with a basic knowledge of driving should get round most 
of the tracks Without much trouble, yet the application of 
the slightest raCing technique will immediately shave 
seconds off the lap times. This is Grs greatest 
achievement. NO other racing videogame has ever offered 
players such a convincing and rewarding racing 
environment. where else has a game conveyed SUCh 
realistic handling in terms of the right weight feeling, body .. 

GTs many vehicles are one of Its IlUlin 
attractions. 1be car In front is a Toyobl 



The TOYot. Supra (iT is one of the ,ame's 
best vehides. 1be tr.cks bout some 
Impressive scenic elemenb (top) 

Tbe three drivin, tesb usually 
require players to complete one lap .r • Carticul.r section of a trKk 
with n a falrty strid time limit. In 
this case, players must drive (or 

. handbrake tum) round a central 
section in the fastest possible time 

Once tuned up and maxed out cars take on a far 
more menadn, appearance than their oripna. form 

... roll, right down to hft-off oversteer and power 
understeer? Other games may have ooasted sampled 
engine sounds but few make it possible to discern the 
turbos frantically whizzing in the back of the cat . And 
what other game features car models so detailed that It is 
possible to recognise them by driving up to their boot and 
simply looking at their badge? 

This realism extends to the races as well. During cups 
most players will breathe a sigh of relief to learn that, 
unlike Mario Kart, the same car does not win every race
allowing fairer and frustration-free competition. 

There is, of course, no such thing as a perfect game, 
GT included. One poSSible criticism would be the 
relatively small number of cars on the track. This is a 
direct result of the PlayStation's technical limitations and 
never a problem for most of the time as the racing IS so 
close players are constantly dealing With ca rs in front and 
behind, and more cars would not add anything to the 
proceedings. However, during the 60 lap 300 Grand Valley 
race it's possible to pull away from the other five 
contestants and spend a large proportion of the one hour 
and 38 minutes out in front With only the occasional need 
to overtake one of the backmarkers or pit in for a fresh 
set of tyres. Furthermore, the slowdown evident during 
the replays in the playable demo Edge tried a few months 
ago is stHI present and also makes an appearance during 
the actual game. Thankfully, this IS extremely rare and 
always brief - and Sony Europe is promising that the PAL 
conversion will address the problem. 

By comparison, the other gripes are petty; weather 
would have been a nice addition, as would a pit creW -
when coming In to change tyres, and the ability to fast 
forward the replays. The in-game music is atrocious and 
the end sequence features one of the most vomit
inducing tracks ever heard in a videogame. But again, the 
European release will change this - SCEE is replacing the 
whole musical score With material from 'name' bands . 

• 
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Racing titles have remained fundamentally the 
same for the last 20 years. While GT doesn't represent 
as immedia te and apparent a departure from racing 
games as super Mario 64 did for platform games, for 
example, it is the most realistic, detailed and playable 
example of an extensive genre. Not only does it 
redefine the concept of PlayStation racing games, 
Gran TUflSmo sets a new standard of excellence £ 
for al l other platforms to follow. 

Edge rating: 

Ten out of ten 

1be lI,hlln, reflections on the cars durin, replays 
are Just one of many supremely Impressive touches 
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Klonoa: Door to Phantomile 

The popul.,ity of mine urt rides amona: the Japan ... development fratemity never .anes. hence ib 
Induslon here. In many •• YS,1CIonoG Is reminiscent of c.stIe Df UlusJon, s.a:a'ssuperb Meca Drive pIatfonner 

I
t doesn't necessarily fOIl.OW that a videogame 
(or, indeed, any other commeroal work) must 
innovate In order to aspire to 'classic' status. 

Many of the greatest software titles have simply been 
refined collections of existing concepts and mechanics. 
While Klonoa isn't the most significant ever created, it's 
almost peerless on the platform-starved PlayStatlOn. Its 
strongest feature? That it uses platformmg mamstays to 
create a surprisingly pleasing, If generic, gaming 
experience. 

On first viewing, many gamers will (Quite 
understandably) draw parallels between Klonoa and 
BMG's Pandemonium - the two-and-a-half-D engines 
used by both utilise similar camera angles and 
movement. A moment's play, hOwever, reveals hidden 
depths within Namco's creation that Crystal Dynamics' 
vacuous creation lacks. Klonoa pays homage to the likes 
of Yoshi's Island and the Mafio games. From the central 
character's extended jump (during which he attempts to 
fly by flapping his oversized ears) to the usage of 
assailants to attack and solve puzzles, Klonoa's 
influences are brazenly apparent. 

If the Quality of its gameplay is not enough to 
convince players of its Japanese origins, though, the 
strength of its main character will surely do so. 
Klonoa's main character is obviously a canine of some 
description, but his exaggerated ears and 'cute' 
demeanour rather beg an animated cartoon series in 
which to star. In a move sure to convince vieWing TV 
execs of this fact, Klonoa's introductory sequence is 
Quite simply stunning. The Quality of the rendering is 
such that the likes of 'Reboot' and even Disney's 'TOy 
Story' look dated by comparison. There was a time 
when western developers were far ahead in their 
mastery of rendering techniques. This isn't necessarily 
the case at present, as Namco demonstrates with 
Klonoa. A shame, then, that the in-game sprite is rather 
disappointing when scaled to larger Sizes 

AlthOugh worryingly easy to begin With, Klonoa's 
levels are rather more complex that most players will 
Initially expect. The central character is capable of 
'grabbi,ng' his assailants. Once held, he can throw them 
left, right. up and, handily, downwards, propelling 
himself SkywardS as he does so. This soon becomes an 

essential move later on in Klanoa, with the majority of its 
secrets only accessible through inventive use of this ability. 

Klonoa's only real flaws are its comparative lack of 
challenge - Edge all but completed it in a day - and an 
occasional drop in visual standards. In certain sections, 
there's a distinct lack of scenery, while K/onoa's sprites 
are rather 16bit in appearance. But if Castlevania is the 
best 2D platformer on the PlayStation, Klonoa IS the best 
of the pseudo 3D crowd. If only it had a few more £ 
sections to play through .. 

Ed ge rat i ng: 

Seven out of ten 

IEnemles un be used for different means. like for 
blner jumps over I_PS. KlonDfI Is very story-led . 
atthoup Ib interludes appear distinctly 16bit (rla:ht) I Format Plays'ation PublISher· Nameo Devel""er Nameo Price £S,800 (£30) Release Ou' now (Japan) 

Namco'slnll a d u dot y sequence Is one 
of the finest to ",He the PlayStation 
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Nagano Winter Olympics '98 

Konaml has made fine use of the 
N64's visual abUIlIes wtth plenty of 
refledlons and texture flfterina: 

The events in Nagano Win'" Olympics look sufftdently varied but. apart from a few ImaKinallve deviations, 
Including curling (top right) and ski Jumping (top left). they all follow similar and unlnsplrlng formats 

~ 
s the cover feature in last month's Edge will attest, 

... snow sportS are very muCh in vogue at the moment. 
The first generation of S/lCM'tloardlng games has 

come and gone, biJt what the home console INOrld has realty 
been waiting fQ( is the multi-event chal enger, Nagano Winter 
OlympiCS '98. After the masterfullntemational Track and Field, 
how could KOfIami possibly get it wrong? 

unfortunately, Konaml has got it wrong - repetition 
being the major offence. Alpine SKIIng. giant slalom and 
snowboard giant slalom are all practically the same event, 
requiring the player to steer with the direction pad and 
make qUick turns With the A button. There are minQ( 
differences of course, but It'S not like choosmg betwe'eri 
the shot putt and javelin in International Track and Field, 
Wflere apparently similar events call for completely 
different tactics. Similarly, Nagano's bobsleigh and luge 
events differ little; both are equally lacklustre. 

Elsevvtlere, Kooami has at least explored various interesting 
control methods. The sooMJoard half pipe, fex- example, is the 

PaRappa the Rappa of VoIinter events. Here the player has to 
d100se ten tricks from a list including 'alley 0ClP' and 'tail grab air'. 
These trid<s are then perfoImed by foIlO'Mflg biJttCl1 combinatiCl1s 
shcmn CI1 SCteefl. ~n, the level ci Wltrol 'rOO have 0Jer the 
on-screen athlete is unsatisfactory, the acticIl gratJngly sIoN. lhs 
also applies to freestyle skiing aOeIs, where the player builds up 

pcmer v.<tf1 "" A bJtton before simply Iin>rIi "" Or<firol 
correctty. But Nagana is by no means a disaster. The mlitiplayer 
element is still exceIleot fIsl, as is the final event. rurling. This 
'NeI1 considered and ackIictive take CI1 boYvting is the ace up 
Konami's W'inter sleeve, requiring a blend ci acruracy, running 
and gamesmanship. It's alroost worttI the asking price alone. 

Nagana tries to offer more thcrl frantic button Pfessirlg, but 
is arllJlCX:fIVinci1g gamepIay e>q:>erieoce as a result. Those 
hopifl: for a VoIinter SjX)!t-ofiented remake of InremaOOnal £ 
Track and Field VoIiIl be sorely disappointed. 

Edge rating : 

six out often 

I Form.- N6. Publisher Konaml Developer In-house Pflce £55 Release Out now 

~-
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winter Heat 

S 
ega's reputation as a prcx:lucer of top.class 
software remains rightfully unblemished, despite 
the Saturn's poor commercial performance. Winter 

Heat, a port from the recently released ST -v arcade mactnlle, 
illustrates a commltmerlt to solid, measured gameplay. If 
Konami can be said to have strayed from the beaten path 
With Nagana, sega has remained steadfastly on the straight 
and narrow With Winter Heat's design. 

Winter Heat's events are varfed and satisfying. From the 
~mphstic button bashing of the speed skiing and ski jump 
events to the greater control given to the player by the ckJMlhill 
and speed skating sports, Sega's Interpretation of winter 

The well-des1aned Bobsleigh event is one of Winter 
Heo(s most ch.llengin, r.ces. taking time to perfect 

1be ...... ......., """ Is. nother ......... _ lot. button basIIq _ -. stratop: bu_ 
of speed to (C)nserve ene"IY. At five .. dnutes per r.ce. it's by f.r the IonleSt winter HetIt event 

0Iyr1lliCS sportS are more intuitive than Nagan'iS equivalents. 
The bobSleigh event demoostrates the refined nature of 

Winrer Heat's events. viewed as a spectator, it appears a 
coIlect1Oll of basic turns, increasing In number later on the 
course However, by giving players control of the bobsleigh's 
horizontal movement as well as the button bashing required 
for forward momentum, the participant's f!Y€.S tend to centre 
on their vehicle at the bottom of the screen. Therefore, 
corners appear to approach at a greater speed as the player 
struggles to keep their bobsleigh at the centre of the track
a simple idea well executed, much like Winter Heat Itself. 

understanding that the genre rather lends itself to 
multiplayer gaming, Sega has added a simultaneous 
twoplayer mode to Winter Heat, an option sorely lacking 
from Athlete Kings (AKA Decathlete). A multi tap and the 
requisite number of pads introduces a competitive edge 
perhaps miSSing from the oneplayer game. That sega 
neglected to include a winter Olympics-style competitIOn 
for the solitary player is unsurprising yet disappointing. 
The simplistic accruing of points and records may satiSfy 
most Japanese consumers, but the easily distracted 
Western gamer tends to expect far greater reward than a 
simple sense of achievement.. 

Ultimately, Winter Heat work.s best as a multiplayer 
title, lending itself to apres-pub gatherings in much the 
same way as it does to casually-inserted coins in the 
arcades. Despite the Inexplicable omiSSion of a 
snowboarding event, Wmter Heat is perhaps the £ game Konami's Nagana should have been. 

Edge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

EMh event has its own simple 
tuturi .. displayed before eMh race. 
Vetenns. tfI.nkfully. un turn this off 

I Format Saturn PublISher: Sega Developer· AM~ PrICe £40 Release February (UK) 



Yoshi's Story 

One of Yoshl's tasks Is to ride this rotatln, device between two points. It Is one of stoty's better 
sections, usln, the power of the Ni4 to add nriety to the ,ameplay, and not Just to ib ¥tspls 

A Yoshi celebrates its victory oyer an 
end...t·level bolSln flne style (top). 
The ride there wu rather more of 
a chaUenle, however (aboye) 

.. 

~ 
nd so it continues. Nintendo updates yet 

... another SNES classic - the InnOVatIVe, super FX-
enhanced Yoshi's Island (9 out of 10, E26). The 

first of Nintendo of Japan's all-star spring tno, the '2.50' 
platform game Yoshi's Story gives Mano's trusty sidekick 
his fi rst chance to really shine as an individual character 
Although the player had control over the diminutive 
dinosaur in the first game, Yostu was merely a vessel for 
baby Mario as he searched for his lost brother, luigi. 
However, for Yoshi's Story, Nintendo has Jettisoned 
virtually all pretence of a plot (aloog with Mario minor), 
making the collection of objects the point of the game, 
rather than an adjunct to it. 

The player controls one of SIX differently coloured 
YoshiS, rather than just the 'traditional' green one. Story 
has a relatively simple aim for a Nlntendo title; the Yoshis 
must retrieve thirty 'Super Happy Tree FrUit' from around 

While the haphalard collection of fruit may be 
quicker (aboye). it doesn't make for a ,ood score 

£DOE FEBRUARY 1998 

Underwater sections, while pretty, bear a marked 
resemba.nce to Rare's Donkey Kong Country 

each level. However, while these can be collected ad-hoc, 
each of the six has ItS own faVOUrite frUit - either 
bananas, grapes, melons or apples. By obtaining (through 
licking them Up) successive identical fruit, the player'S 
score for the stage multiplies. As in Island, the Yoshis can 
also use their tongues to grab smaller enemies, which are 
then popped out of their rears to become eggs. These 
eggs can be thrown at enemies, and also used to release 
fruit trapped in floatmg bubbles 

Other actions at the player's disposal include the 
ability to slam the Yoshi into the ground, revealing yet 
more fruit, plus the main new skill on offer - sniffing. 
When holding down the right shoulder button, the view 
zooms in on the character, which inhales with Increasing 
rapidity as It nears hidden gOOdies. On discovering such 
treasures, the Yoshi turns to camera and calls out, waving 
its arms. Several such set-piece idiosyncrasies are 
included in Yoshi's Story, but after extensive plaYing, the 
mugging and cooing begins to wear. However, the 
sections between completing levels, where all the Yoshis 
sing a happy song of victory, never grate the senses. At 
times it is almost as if a western team developed the 
levels, while a Japanese codeshop created the front-end. 

Visually, Yoshi's Story sets its stall out early, With the 
first of the 24 levels (four stages on each of SIX worlds), 
every bit as beautiful as the last. Using the prerendered 

Format N64 Publisher· Nintendo Developer: In-house Price: Y6,800 (£35) Release: Out now (Japan) 
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Yoshrs Story falls to truty wow the player, 
cfven the technology available. However. 
certain sections, such as the floods shown 
above, are nice -but oft repeated - touches 

The Yoshis can coiled a range of bonuses, although some don't taste particularly pleasant (main). other items 
available include giant eggs. which contain bonus lives. and 'slave'ghouls which can return captured Yoshis 

style of graphics first seen in Rare's Donkey Kong 
Country, Nintendo has created a wide variety of scenery
in its trademark wide va riety of colours. The promised 
inclusion of different textures and graphic styles has been 
carried through - partia lly, at least. Sadly, the crayon 
cartoon backdrops of Island have failed to make the next
generationalleap, although visual solace can be found in 
Story's wood grain and fabric textures. Strangely, some of 
the game's most interesting graphics can be seen on the 
pop-up book level selection screen, which is remin iscent 
of PaRappa the Rapper. 

But while this is an undeniably pretty game, there is 
little that really impresses. Because Ra re achieved so much 
with DKC, Yoshi's Story needed to be bursting at the seams 
with innovative visual touches, particularly ones that 
enhanced the gameplay. For instance, there are sections 
where the camera dollies back from the action, which work 
well, but they're too few and far between. On another level 
the Yoshi can be swallowed by a giant plant, before being 
spat back out, shrunk to a minuscule size. Again, such 
effects are far too meanly distributed, although when they 
do occur, they always bring a smile to the face. At certain 
points short challenges are encountered, such as having to 
carry a teetering column of boxes betwee-n two flags, the 
reward being that every box that makes it contains a piece 
of fruit. Ironically, these 'sub-games' are often more 
enjoyatJle that the main objective. 

Given the illustrious heritage - and fantastic 
technology - available for Yoshi's Story to utilise, it's sadly 

• 

not the game it could and should have been. Above all 
else, it is simply too easy to complete - almost as if 
designed for children, something Nintendo's AAA-class 
games have often appeared to be but rarely are . Perhaps 
more poignantly, the two-year old Yoshi's Island remains 
the better game. Although it is clearly intended that 
collecting as much of the same fruit as possible is the real 
cha llenge here, it's poor motivation for playing a modern 
platform game. 

Edge is unsure where the blame really lies for the 
lack of imaginat ion exercised in the design of Yoshi's 
Story. Some changes to the game, such the removal of 
the baby Mario, are downright incomprehensible, as 
they added another dimenSion to Island that Story now 
lacks. One reason could be that shigeru Miyamoto's 
talents are currently spread across several, diverse 
projects - for this title he was producer rather than 
director (as with Mario Kart 64). The result is a game 
conspicuously devoid of his golden touch. 

In a market awash with second-rate, third -party 
titles, the last thing Nintendo can afford to do is let its 
high standards Slip. While its B-list titles remain 
impressive enough to compare ~favourably with most 
third party output - Yoshi's Story is stili irrepressibly 
endearing - NCL has placed itse lf on a pedestal £ 
from which it is proving easy to fall .. 

Edge rating: 

Seven out often 
Despite giant flowers (top), minor 
punles (middle). Morio-esque 
cannons (above) and underwater 
stages, Yoshrs Story disappoints 



Wing Commander Prophecy 
For many, the release of another wing 
Commander game will be seen as a non
event, given the series' propensity for 
rOiling out tiresome FMV sequences. 
Realising that the series had become 
obsessed with bigger and better FMV - at 
the expense of fresh and interesting 
gameplay - Origin promised that Prophecy 
would be a real 'back to basics' affair. 

prophecy kicks off a new WC trilogy, 
with a younger protagonist and a new 
enemy - a strange al ien race who are 
laying waste to both humans and Kilrathi 
alike. These aggressors seem determined 
to fulfil the 'prophecy' of the title, the 
Kilrathi legend of N'thraak : armageddon, 
the end of everything. With players 
taking the role of Lieutenant Casey, 
prophecy's story unfolds during x -wlng
style missions Interspersed with cheesy 
FMV and 'enthusiastic' acting. 

prophecy's new 3D engine is 
praiseworthy, especially when assisted 
by hardware acceleration . However, 
many of wing Commander's familiar 
(though some would argue 'tired') 
elements are stili firmly in place. Its FMV 
may be slightly less elaborate - due to a 
reduced budget - but there's still an 
awful lot of It. prophecy's mission 
structure also differs little from that of 
its predecessors, with primary and 
secondary goals tailored to suit Its 
typically linear storyllne. 

origin 'S small step back from the 
' interactive movie' preCipice can only be 
of benefit to the Wing franchise. For its 
next release, Edge hopes that £ 
'step' can become a 'stride'. 

Edge rating : 

Six out of ten 

Fermat. pc Publ,sner EA oeY"~'oper OrIgin Pnc~ £35 
Re:~ase ' Out now 

. : 

G-Police 
As a demon5tration of PsYllnosis's 

considerable mastery of PlayStatlon 

hardware, G-Po/l{e is ~dmirable. A PC 

conVer510n, then, was always gOing to 

be a 5hOW(dse for the current crop of 

5uppofled 3D cards. 

Owner5 of lower-spec Pes need 

not apply, however. The minimum 

hardware for running GP IS a PI3l 

with 30 accelerator bo¥d. While thiS 

runs moderately well With a reduced 

detail level, turning the helICopter lrit 

and right c.aU5e5 a redocbon In frame 

rate th.l\ many players will find 

un(l(ceptable. G-PoIICe'S trICky later 

levels often reqUire intricate IIlght 

paths, made all the ffiOfe drHicu~ by a 

disorienting change 01 pace during 

horizontal movement. 

Calibrated 10r high performance 

on a top-range PC - like so many 

Play$tation-IO-PC conver5ions -

C·Po/ice is at ils most comfortable on 

a P200 or higher. On such a 

machine, especially when equIpped 

With a 3D card, the performance 01 

the eJccel1ent PlayStatron version is 

exceeded. With a re'ductlon In logging 

and a plea5ingly crisp frame late 

Following the currenllJend 01 

larger hard disk Installabon being 

esdlewed In favour 01 lengthy loads 

!mm CD-ROM, delays between !eves 

are a IrustratJOn G-Po/Ic~ players must 

bear. Other than this. ~11OSIS' 

IutunstIC shoot 'em up IS the IIISUaIIy

mproved version many PC owners 

-""P"l 
A curious footnote to thiS release 

is thal 3Dfx used C-PoIice in a rteem 

demonstration 01 Its new Voodoo2 

chlpset. The resutts were stunnrng. 

With no fOll8lng. build ing'> as far itS the 

eye could see and a neilf·perfea frame 

rale, C·PoIlCe is a spectaCular adven 

for the new hardware. And deservedly 

so: as ~ meeting of envelope-pushrng 

code and solid gameplav, £ G-PoIice has few peers. 

Edle raUng: 

Eight out of ten 

Forma\. PC Publ,sher. PSYlnosls 
Developer In-house Price £3S 
Release Oul now 

-" 
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Heavy Gear 
With games featuring 'bot-based conflict being among Activislon's more 
valuable endeavours, it was unlikely the company would abandon the genre 
after losing its Mech Warrior license. Instead, the videogame giant has 
scoured the dark world of pencil and paper RPGs for another very similar 
mech-combat game, returning with Heavy Gear. 

'very similar ', in fact, is the operative phrase here. Heavy Gear's front 
end Is very similar to that of Mech warrior, as is the mission-based action 
and the vast, desolate scenery. What Heavy Gear does Is update the 3D 
engine, add a host of gameplay tweaks and change the story. The conflict 
now is between two rival factions - The Confederate Northern City States 
and the Allied Southern Territories (the American Civil War with robots: what 
a clever idea), with action taking place on the inhospitable Terra Nova. 

Despite many similarities, Heavy Gear is a fine game In its own right. 
Players can choose to go through a whole 'story' (assuming the role of 
Heavy Gear pilot Edward Scott and taking on a range of missions for the 
Northern contingent> or they can avoid the main FMV-rldden epic and take 
a Tour of Duty instead. Here, players create their own characters and fight 
through a series of missions for whichever side they like. with multi player 
and practice opt ions also included, there is no shortage of choices for the 
keen robot pugilist. 

In terms of gameplay, Heavy Gear is hefty amalgam of genre styles. On 
one level, things are rather si m-like - garners can build their own mech 
warriors (ahem), equipping them with dozens of different cannons, missiles, 
grenades and armour types and then upgrading as missions are completed 
successfully. The controls, too, are sim-like in their complexity, allowing the 
player to perform a huge variety of trick.y actions with the metallic warriors. 

Luckily, beneath the complex array of controls is a basic flrstperson 
combat system. Gears can jump, crouch and side-step allowing for cover to 
be taken during fire fights without losing the ability to fight back. This 
dexterity also makes conflict more compelling and addictive - which is a 
good thing, because take away the big guns, the nice explosions, the fiddly 
combat and there's not much left. Unlike, say, Quake, there are no puzzles 
as such and very little interaction with static scenery - It 's Just figtlt this 
enemy, get to this waypoint, save allied units and then get the hell out. 

In short, though, this is a must for Mech Warrior fans, and a reasonably 
good idea for everyone else. While the 3D scenery is empty and boring (one 
often wishes for some of TuroKs labyrinthine landscapes to explore), there 
is much fun to be had blowing up robots from great distances and 
commanding other Heavy Gears in your squad to do the dirty work - even if 
many players will find their will to do so drained by the lack of collateral 
detail. The PC world has moved on along way since Mech Warrior 2, £ and, although it makes headway, Heavy Gear hasn't Quite caught up. 

Edge rating : 

Seven out of ten 
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SnobowKids 
First of the four new N64 snowboarding 
games (see 'The Big Chill' feature, E54), 
Snobow Kids is a light-hearted, light
weight take on the sport. Featuring 
pint-sized parti cipants, the game takes 
place over six standard tracks, set in 
unusual locations such as a fairground . 
One of its neatest touches is that the 
courses are looped, with characters 
having to hitch a ride back to the top of 
the slopes on a ch airlift . 

Control over Snobow Kids' 
characters is via the N64's analogue 
stick. But, rather than having a button 
to tighten the turning action through 
corners, the player has to pull back on 
the stick - as if digging the rear of the 
board into the snow. However, it would 
seem that the disconnected feeling that 
afflicts so many car racing games can 
also affect those on snow. 

Rather than being a simple race from 
A to B, Snobow Kids has assorted 
weaponry scattered along the length of 
the track. The three opposing 
characters (either human or N64 
controlled) can use these against other 
players, resulting in a surprisingly hard 
game, at times. There are also a couple 
of sub-games included, such as shooting 
targets and time attack, plus the facility 
to buy new, faster board s with money 
won f rom racing. Unfortunately, the 
sum of Snobow Kids' various parts fail 
to make a compelling whole . The phrase 
'mildly diverting' was made for £ 
games such as this. 

Edge ra t i ng : 

six out of ten 

Format Nintendo 64 Publ,s~er "tlus oe~elopel 
In·house Price Y6.800 ((35) Release Out now (Jap) 

WCWvsnWo 
Whi le wrestling is prob.1bly one of the 

world's most tedious sports, it's one 

of those that can make a successful 

lIansition into videogame and prove a 

rather enjoyable tit le. To a cenain 

extent, this is true of WCW ~ nWo 

World Tour, which is an accomplished 

example of <I wrestling title. 

Pklyers choose one of over 40 

fighters (each with their own 

signature moves) from several 

wrestling federations and select 11 

tournament to compete In, an 

exhibition match or the Battle Royal -

four wrestlers in the ring fighting it 

out until one remallls.This last mode 

proves very enioyable, as four pl<lyers 

eng<lge in a no-holds-barred br<lwi 

whele indrvidU(lls (Ill.' constantly 

swapping fighting p<lltnelS Of teaming 

up against an unfoltunate pl<lyel. 

$<ldly, by comp<llison the <lppeal of 

the single pI<lyel g~me ultim<ltely 

wanes, (lnd despite the w.de valiety 

of moves thele is linle incentive to 

leturn to explore them. 

GlaphiC<ll1y though, everything is 

well crafted WIth nicely-an imated and 

reasonably detailed polygonal 

characters - although like the spolt 

itself, the gameplay is a little rough 

around the edges and the coll ision 

detection is questionable. 

While wrestling fans should love 

it, the casual gamer is neither likely to 

be convelted nor persuaded to Invest 

any form of long term e!fon into 

THQ's title - unless he's got 

three ffiends WIth him. 

Edge rating : 

£ 

Six out of ten 

Format Nintendo 6. PublIsher THQ 
Developer AsmlklAkl Price $55 (£35) 
Release: out now (US) Feb (UK) 

• 

Wild Choppers 
After choosing one of its eight varied helicopters, the first thing to strike 
players about Seta's shoot 'em up is the control system which uses the D
pad for direction and the analogue stick for aiming duties. This proves a 
particularly awkward combination and, as no real alternative is offered, the 
first hour is spent - for right handed players at least - getting familiar with 
this unorthodox control setting. 

That hurd le passed, things do become less frustrating. The eight 
missions offered are varied, ranging from straightforward locate-and
destroy outings, to rescuing POWs and escorting an airliner. In order to do 
this the chosen helicopter must be suitably equipped with artill ery which 
can be done before embarking on a mission. The number of weapons 
carried depends on the type of craft chosen, as well as the amount of 
money accumulated by the player. Furthermore, blowing up buildings 
during the game usually reveals health and power-ups which progressively 
turn the decidedly weak default machine gun into a very satisfying double, 
triple, and finally, quadruple shot weapon. 

With a well-judged difficulty level, progress soon becomes tricky
particularly if the chosen helicopter does not sui t an individual's playing 
style. However, the awkward camera system conspires to irritate even when 
the perfect vehicle for the task has been chosen. The viewpoint has an 
annoying tendency to refuse to tilt, which means that during a steep climb 
over a hill it's impossible to see what lies ahead. More importantly, this 
proves particularly problematic when being attacked from above by one of 
the enemy's numerous flying units. 

Another gripe is the unrealistic way the helicopter bounces off walls so 
that. certainly within the canyon-like confines of the fifth mission, the 
proceedings can easily turn into a frustrating game of pinbal l. Also, the fuzzy 
nature of the graphics is unlikely to frighten a PlayStation and the substantial 
presence of fogging points to lazy programming. 

This is a shame, because Wild Choppers offers moments of genuine fun. 
Which makes it all the more regrettable when they are brought to an £ 
abrupt halt by its few but unfortunately fundamental Shortcomings. 

Edge ra ti ng: 

FOlmar Pnntendo 64 Putl~sher Seta Developer In·hollse Pflce '16,800 (£35) 
Release. Out now (lap) TB" (UK) 

Six out of ten 
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DEVELOP 
VIDEOCAME CREATION UNDER THE MICROSCOPE 

Designing for the future 

~ 
ith the release of each new system or peripheral the W power available to programmers increases. However, 
this extra performance, coupled with market pressures, 

drives up the time required to produce games, which in turn 
increases costs. Developers are therefore forced to plan further 
and further ahead - particularly in the PC market, where the basic 
machine specification is rising at such an incredible rate that a 
high-end system can easily become 'entry-level' or even subside 
into obsolescence during the course of a game's gestatIOn. Even 
worse, some hardware improvements - the amval of 3D 
accelerator cards, for instance - can render months of work 
invested in developing software solutionS virtually useless. 

Designing games for new hardware is a task that varies 
el1OflT'lOllsly in difficulty depending on the exact circumstances. 
The worst-case scenario is in developing for a system that does 
not even exist yet - as developers for new console systems must 
often do. In this case, programming and design takes place 00 

hardware emulators, usually running 00 high-end workstations or 
'arcade board' versions of the hardware. With the real console still 
in development, specifications are subject to regular amendments 
right up until the chip dies are cast - requiring re-codlng or, at 
worst, re-design of .....-hole sections of the game. For example, 

~. ';Mtld rrtlx (above) was onrhullly conceived as a VooDoo 1 demo. Havinr appeared as a 
playable demo on the Internet recently. its developers are consldennr a full release 

• 

Moria 64 began life as a SNES proJect, utilising the Super FX chip, 
before being shunted across to Nintendo's new machine. In 
general, the console market is less subject to flux than the PC 
market in this respect, as once a machine reaches production its 
specifications are very unlikely to change during !ts lifetime. 
Console OINners aren't so amenable to add-ons as their PC 
brethren, and such devices (typified by Sega's 32X) rarely break 
through to mainstream acceptance. 

However, in the interim period before a new machine appears, 
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the development process is fraught WIth difficult ChOices. Often 
the decision has to be made whether to develop for an older 
system, with a limited lifespan, in the hope that it will still be a 

viable release platform when the game is finished - or to take a 
gamble on neo.ver, unproven hardware. 

Even when the game has been completed and released, the 
console market traditionally throws one more problem at the 
developers - 50Hz conversions. The vast majority of console 
games are developed using the American/Japanese version of the 
hardware, with the video output running at 60HL As UK systems 
use the 50Hz PAl standard, with a 17% larger screen area and a 
correspondingly lower processing speed, the decision must be 
made either to produce an optimized PAL version which will run 
at the correct speed and without ugly 'PAL borders', or to simply 
use the existing version of the game. Unfortunately for owners of 
PAl machines, it is often the latter option lhat is more appealing 
10 developers, resulting in squashed, veIocity-challenged software. 

The PC market is different again, existing in a state of 
permanent flux; constantly evolving. but largely through bolt-oo 
performance upgrades rather than the introduction of entirely new 
systems. This means that existing code can be relied upon to 
work with only minor changes; the real challenge lies in 
forecasting .....-hat specrfkation will be the standard when the game 
is released. OJerestimate, and only the handful 'Ni\h high-end 
systems wit! buy the game. Underestimate, and the game will 
look dated before it reaches the shelves. Indecision at this stage can 
lead to a vicious circle in .....-hich the game is delayed further and 
further in order to bring it into line with OJrrent releases. 

The problem, of course, varies according to the target genre. 
Some, particularly 3D games, can be scaled to make use of faster 
hardware relatively easily. The programmer, provided their engine 
will work on the new hardware, just has to increase the polygon 
count or view distance. Equally, a chess game will make use of a 
faster processor by making faster moves - as IBM's 'Deeper Blue' 
machine amply demonstrated. 

Also, the standardised APIs noN in common use 00 the PC 
platform are easing into acceptabihty on the consoles as 
developers, keen to lower their ovemeads, look for less tIme

intensive ways of porttng games between platforms. These APls 
can not only ensure that the game will run on future machines, but 
can allow it to exploit future advances - 3D acceleration is a case 
in point Perhaps a time will come when these APls merge to form 
the holy grail of multiplatform development - a game OS that 
encapsulates all the hardware features of each machine and a\!O\NS 

the same software to run on each, taking advantage of the £ 
different platforms' specific abilities. 

________ ~ __ ==~~-=~~-----=~=~T------------________ ~ 
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weighing up Yaroze 

[!] he idea of setting up a development studio and 
creating Cl PlayStation masterpiece ohen seems 
attractive to garners - until they find out about the tens 

of thousands of pounds they'll need to pay for the development 
kit. Alternatively though, becoming a net Yaroze member and 
bashing out a game on it costs just £550 (as long as you have a 
decent PC to connect it to). Not only that. but Sony are confident 
this innovative creation is actually powerful enough to come up 
with the professional goods - even going as far as to say that 
Nameo's dassic RIdge Racer could have been put together on 
Yaroze. So, if this is the case, what actually are the differences 
between the professional PlayStation Development Kit and its 
more finandally modest home companion? 

The most obvious contrast, of course, is physicaL The 
professional dev hardware is simply a circuit board which fits 
inside the PC and communes directly with it via PCI. Yaroze, on 
the other hand is a complete reproduction of the PlayStation 
console which can only be attached to the PC via a serial cable. 
The latter is admittedly a slower form of communication and one 
of the major gripes programmers have with the system is its 
agonisingly protracted download times. However, once the data 
has been uploaded from the PC, there need be no 
communication between the two machines - which means no hit 
on the framerate. 

The second major difference is the amount of RAM the t'NO 

systems can utilise. The professional development hardware allmvs 
programmers to play about with up to 8Mb of data, whereas Yaroze 
only offers the capacity of the consumer PlayStation - 1.5 Mb for 

game code, one Mb for graphics and 0.5 Mb for sound. Although 
professional developers have to get their PlayStation code down to 

3.5 Mb eventually, some claim that the extra RAM available through 
the professional kit is useful for getting things 'NOticing quickly at the 
early stages of coding. On the other hand, it could be argued this 
bonus 6.5 megs is a false safety net: if the game won't fit into 3.5 
then it can't be released. End of story. 

Perhaps the main qualm professional developers have with 
Yaroze, however, is its lack of low level graphics libraries. As Fred 
Williams, Senior Programmer at Corrosive Software states, 'The 
proper code libraries let programmers talk to the PlayStation at a 
polygon level with 'do it yourself' lighting. while the Yaroze 
libraries leave out the 'primitive' {or low level] stuff and insist 
you use Sony's RSD '3D Model' and TMD '2D Image' formats. 
This means that Yaroze's fine for games involving 3D objects 
(animating or otherwise) but poor at 'environment stuff' which is 
much more effident at polygon leveL From my point of view this 
is the major limitation of the system. 

'I should point out that Sony did eventually release the 'polygon 
format' documentation over the web,' continues Wlttiams. 'However, 
they didn't include the C structure equivalents which makes the 
whole thing unusable, so home programmers are still left to figure 
that out by themselves.' For its part however, Sony insists that there 
is fully documented sample code for direct polygon manipulation 
and rendering on the Yaroze website, which may not be as user
friendly as the professional kit utilities, but still does the job. 

For anyone who does run into difficulties, there are plenty of 
development aids available to Yaroze users. Code Warrior from 
Metrowerks, for example, is an integrated development tool which 
combines a C compiler with assembly support and debuggers to 
make ~ing in a Windows environment much easier. Yaroze also 
supplies utilities which allow users to import data from 3D Studio 
and Animator Pro, both of which are available to Yaroze members 

• 

Visually. the differences between Yaroze (toT) and the 
professional PlayStation development boar (above) are 
obvious. In terms of techniat' specs. they are more subtle 

at a reduced price. This all adds to the price of developing on 
Yaroze, but the cost would quickly be recouped if a decent demo 
attracted the attention of a potential employer. 

Inevitably, then, Yaroze is a scaled-dovvn version of the 
professional kit Along with the above differences, the system also 
offers much more limited CD access (the machine can't play gold 
discs or stream FMV, but it can run NTSC and PAL games, as well as 
audio COS), and there is no verbal development support from Sony 
- although the Net Yaroze website does offer technical advice along 
with the chance to swap ideas and queries with other users. 

Ultimately, the limits of the system may actually WOfk in its favour. 
If a Yaroze user can come up......;th an irrpressive demo under 
restricted circumstances, a prospective employer is bound to ~ 
what they could achieve with the real thing. Jon C3rtwright, Studio 
Head at Corrosive suggests, 'It's really easy to just sit dO'N!1 at a PC 
and code with no regard for the amount of RAM that's needed. But 

with a small system like Yaroze, you have to code tightly to get £ 
everything in that you need. Thars certainly no bad thing'. 
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